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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly

FREE

Vandals are killing
Greater Portland's
gardens of stone
COYEI STOIY by Alice Kira
PHOTOS by Tonee Harbert

Even before Halloween
falls, the graveyards of Greater
Portland have been hit. Not by
ghosts and goblins - but by
common vandals.
Cemeteries have always
been places for the living to
recreate. But increasing numbers of visitors come to destroy
and deface tombstones and
ornaments. Portland has been
hit especially hard this year by
tombstone vandals. Evergreen,
the city's largest active cemetery, holds more than 65,000
graves. Thousands of these
have fallen prey to vandals who
indiscriminately shatter the
stones.
CONTINUED on page 8
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PIZZA

SPECIALS

SANDWICHES
CONVENIENT LOCA1ION:
IN TIlE HEART Of
TIlE OlD POlO'
30 MAIlXET SDEEI'

n2-7t7t

CONVENIEHr HOURS:
M-1H 7AM-1OPM

fRl7AM-lAM
SAT t lAM-lAM
SUN 5PM-1OPM

------------------------

! 75( OFF!
I
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ANY LARGE SANDWICH
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lHlS AD. GOOOTHIUJ 11/15/89)

-------------------------MEIJ.ISSA GREENE
POTfERY
The Indians did not set out
to create art for its own
sake. In traditional Indian
thinking. there is no
separation between art and
life or between what is
beautiful and wbat is
functional- Art, beauty,
and spirituality are so
firmly intertwined in the
routine of living that no
words are needed, or
allowed, to separate tbem.

Exclusive
Representation of
MeUlssa Greene

THE

PLAINS

GALLERY'

M-W H)-51Th-Sa 1(HI I Su 12-5
28 Exchange 51. Portland Maine
(207) n4-7500

Tao
Indonesian Art
& Jewelry

Gun commission loaded with NRA donations

THE WEEK IN BRIEF:

Lawmakers, guns and money

Aranson v. Chitwood: film at 11

Six out of seven lawmakers on a commission to
write new gun laws for Maine received money
from the National Rifle Association during the
last campaign.
The only lawmaker on the commission who
did not take NRA money was Portland Sen. Joseph Brannigan. But if the NRA backing is any
indication, he and theotherproponentsfor stricter
gun laws can expect to be gunned down. On
average, the commission members each took $764
of NRA money.
The seven lawmakers were selected along with
seven representatives from law enforcement, the
NRA, and sportsmen's groups by house speaker
John Martin to serve on the commission charged
with writing new gun laws.
Undera law whichbecame effective on Sept. 30
(CBW 9/31/89), Portland and every locality in
Maine lost local gun restrictions. lbat law was
drafted by theNRAand sponsored by Martin and
two lawmakers he appointed to the commission,
senate president Otarlie Pray and Sen. Robert
Dillenback. Martin accepted $1,ooofrom the NRA
in the last campaign, Pray accepted $3,000 and
DiIIenback accepted $500.
"I'd rather see they didn't take NRA money,"
said David Weaver of Handgun Control, Inc.,
"but I still think reason can prevaiL" Weaver was
appointed to the commission but had to choose a
surrogate because of other commitments.
"Before you decide these people are in the
NRA's pocket, you have to see how they act. I
think you'll be surprised at what concerns are
addressed," said Bob Carey, a spokesperson for
Martin.
According to records filed with the secretary of
state, the seven members on the board received
$5,350 of of the $26,750 that the NRA gave to
lawmakers during and since the 1988 campaign.
While the seven lawmakers on the commission
represent less than four percent of the 186 member legislature, they received more than 20 percent of the NRA's total donations to Maine lawmakers.
"It's obvious that (Martin) chose legislators
who favor little control of guns," said Portland's
Brannigan, theonIy lawmaker on the commission
who didn't accept NRA money in the last cam-

paign. "I'll bring a different point of view than the
other legislators. I'm scared about what's happening in Portland, about what Portlanders are
facing," Brannigan said.
Portland Police Chief Michael Chitwood, also
selected for the commission, would like to see a
waiting period when a gun purchaser's criminal
record could be checked and when, ideally, an
impulse buyer hot to shoot someone might chill
out. Portland had a three-day-waitingperiod, but
lost it on Sept 30. Beth Polliquin, legal advisor for
the Portland Police Department, said getting a
gun in Portland is now relatively simple, even for
convicted felons. It just involves lying on a federal
form filled out at the gun shop. Chitwood. said
that he would also push forprohibitinggunsfrom
bars and making gun training programs mandatory for concealed gun permit holders.
"We don't support initiating waiting periods,"
said Sue Misiora, who will represent the NRA on
the commission. "We feel there are ways that
public safety can be preserved other than infringing on gun owners_"
"I wouldn't call it an imbalance," said commission member Steven Duren of Sportsman's Alliance of Maine (SAM), a group allied with the
NRA in opposing any infringements on the right
to bear arms. Duren said that most of thecommission should be gun-oriented because Mainers like
hunting and guns. "If that's disproportionate,
then that's reflective of the democratic process in
Maine, "Duren reasoned. Duren anticipates "an
objective analysis of issues which will lay to rest
Michael Chitwood's fabricated concerns and
hysterical reaction to an undefined problerIL"
Sen. Robert Dillenback of Cumberland said
that he would support a measure which the NRA
opposed "if it was for the benefit of the state." But
for DiIIenback that's a big "if'. "1 think (gun) laws
are as strict as they can be," he said.
The other commission members who accepted
money from the NRA during the last election are
Rep. Richard Ruhlin of Brewer who took $350,
Rep. John Marsh of Gardiner who got $350 and
Rep. Annette Hoglund of Portland who got $150.
The commission met for the first time on Oct.
23. They will pitch recommendations to the legislature in January.

372 Fore Street • Old Port
Portland • 773-6884

Cumberland County District Attorney Paul Aranson doesn't
like Portland Police Chief Michael Chitwood bringing the news
media along to big busts. In a letter to state Attorney General
James Tierney, Aranson suggested that high-profile arrests jeopardize trials because the publicity influences the jury. But Beth
Polliquin, legal advisor to the Portland Police Department, said
that because trials happen months after the arrests, publicizing
the busts immediately - instead of a day or two later - doesn't
make a difference.
Chitwood has given some newspapers and television stations
advance information about three recent arrests. CBW has never
been included.

In order to dig its way out of financial trouble, Maine Energy
Recovery Co. (MER<;=) wants to triple the disposal costs for the 27
Southern Maine communities whose garbage it burns. The Biddeford trash-to-energy plant claims it is losing $500,000 a month at
the "tipping fee" it now charges to dump each ton of trash.
Officials at MERC blame the rate hike on high environmentalcontrol costs. But Janet Fernald, who lives near the plant, said that
MERC isn't spending money on the environment. Fernald said
that in August the company agreed to conduct tests of ash fallout
and soil but still hasn't. She said MERC has also failed to construct
air-lock doors to reduce the stench of the plant, adding, "They are
·not good neighbors."
"I don't think anybody trusts this company anymore," said
George Christie, executive director of the Maine People's Alliance. He said towns that send their garbage to MERC - including
Westbrook, Gorham and Old Orchard Beach - should implement
recycling programs to reduce the amount of trash they send to
MERe.

Soviet leaders to visit Portland
Ten members of the Supreme Soviet have accepted Senate
Majority Leader George Mitchell's invitation to visit Maine. On
Oct 28 they'll fly to Portland. After an afternoon press conference
at the Portland Jetport, the group will head to L.L. Bean's in
Freeport and return to Portland for a twilight reception at the
Portland Museum of Art. According to Mitchell staff person Kelly
Currie, many Mainers will be invited to the reception. "It will let
the Soviets see what folks from Maine are like," Currie said. The
group will leave the next mOrning.

Nearly a hundred people gathered outside President Bush's Walker's Point summer
hOme Oct. 22 to protest the Seabrook nucl_r power plant. Repn!Sentatlves from the
ClamsheU Alliance. We the People and local groups from Southern Maine carried
signs, state flags and banners. A George Bush Impersonator iIITiYed In a limo and
answered questions In a mock press conference.

3rd Annual End-Of-October

October 23rd - October 29th

ALL
COMPACT DISCS &.. RECORDS

15.% OFF
AMADEUS MUSIC
uncommon c.d.s, records and tapes
In the Old Port • 332 Fore Street • Pordand •

772-8416

OWN YOUR
OWN HOME
FOR ONLY

$15

PERDAY**

EPA finds radon in Maine homes
The u.s. Environmental Protection Agency found risky levels
of radon in 30 percent of the Maine homes the agency tested. Nonsmoking residents of those homes are five times more likely to
develop lung-cancer than they would be in a radon-free home, according to the EPA. The odds for smokers are even worse.
Radon is a colorless, odorless and tasteless gas created naturally by the breakdown of uranium in soil. Gene Moreau of the
Maine Department of Human Services' Indoor Air Program said
the only way to find out if you have a high level of radon in your
home is by testing it. Tests cost around $30 and can be done by the
home owner. "Everyone should check their home," said Moreau,
who suggests calling 289-5689 for a list of radon-testing firms.

•
•
•
•
•

FREE HOME PLANNING KIT'
Thefull story of Showcase. Over 20 pages
of homes, options, prices &buying tips.
• 6 models. financing
• .full contracting. building lots

--When Enrique Simental and Lupe Cardenas were drinking
with friends and playing Russian roulette at an apartment in
Reno, Nev., they decided to stand side-by-side and press their
heads together. One pulled the trigger, the gun fired, and the
bullet went through their heads, killing both men.

CBW{I'mw I-lIrTbat

44 Exchange St, Portland, ME 04101 772-4880.8 McKown St, Boothbay Harbor, ME 04538 633-2166

MERe dumps debt on towns

WEIRD NEWS:

Seabrook foes protest Bush compound

acus

From now thru Saturday,
November 18th, mention
this ad and abacus will
donate a portion of your
purchase to The AIDS
Project of Portland. Join the
creative hearts of abacus in
the fight against AIDS.

--Tennessee Gov. Ned McWherter, who tried tooutIawbetting
on horses in his state, was caught by a television camera handing
money to anotherperson while attending the Iroquois Steeplechase.
McWherter claimed he wasn't betting per se, but was participating in a pool. The governor's horse finished last.
Rolllnd Swat/AlterN.t

fIVe mode~ to choose from
Homes a\ Ion $39,950
fmancing availabk
Full Contooing SeM:e
Over 1,00) Lots avaiJabk
or buikl on your 1mI.

CONTINUOUS OPEN HOUSE
M-F 11 am-7 pm • 9 am-5 pm • Sun. 12-5 pm
Naples: Rte. 302, E. of Rte. 35. Across
from Mardon Marina. (207) 693-6996
Turner: Turner Plaza, Rte. 4 (207) 225-3234

Showcase is your Custom Home Specialist. Unlimited capabilities from the incredible value of Premier to 3000 sq. ft. luxury homes.

Visit us today. 1-800-344-6552
HOME-PLANNING SEMINAR
Saturday. October 28 at
Maine Aquarium. Route 1. Saco.
For more infonnation call
1-800-344-6552.

SHOWCASE HOMES,INC.

IB

SETTING THE PACE IN AFFORDABLE HOUSING

'fACTO~

*Not Available in all cases. Certain conditions apply.

**$49,950 at 10% - 30 years
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by Andy Newman

glass jewelry
colorful pins I necklaces I
bracelets I bolo ties Ifun stuff

125. L~

open every sunday l-Spm

ANNOUNWA

;Su..

Happy endings .. .bright beginnlngsL .
.
November Seventh will signal a new direction for OS Liller. Same location. same store
hours; but, a new store - A total service fiower store; fresh cut. dried, Silks, and mixed media.
We are to become wholly a ftower retail store. and a studio for Moral special effects (for house
parties. office parties, retail store display. etc.)

20 MILK BTAEET / 207 772·9D72
PORTLAND MAINE D4101

20% OFF
SALE
on early '/11/ clothing

Tamiko and the new interpretaion of denim.
Deep indigo blues or soft black and grays the most
baSIC easy to wear shapes cut out for work or play.
Artfult appliqued and fringed or delicately toned
motifs om nature. A one of a kind collectIOn' ,
beauti lly crafted by Tamiko for Amaryllis

To create the work and display space for new projects there must be an
all jewelry and gittware.

enorm~us

WE on

TUESDAY, OOOBER 3) st THRU SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3rd
SAVE 33% TO &6% ON JUST ABOUT EVERYTHING.

Come early·:· Think Christmas
Tuesday thru Friday, 11 :00 a.m 'til 6:00 p.m .. Saturday 11 :00 a.m. 'tll 4:00 p.m .

468 FORE STREET,

PORTLAND

772-3881

~/~'7f,P~
.AMARYLlIS

IS YOUR

FAMILY
FLAKING

OUT?

Hurry and bring
them to
Just Black & White
so that we can perform
plastic surgery
(airbrush restorations)
in time for Christmas.
What a wonderful
gift idea!

Amaryllis Clothing Co.

A conversation with

Ann Sparling
Ann Sparling Is the director of the
Community Intertalnment Agency (CIA), a
volunteer agency that finds people to
perform at nursing homes and other
Institutions. Ann, who books 30 shows a
month, Is always on the lookout for new
talent,
What sort of talent do you hook up with?
Just about everything imaginable. All sorts of
musical entertainment, from folk to Dixieland
bands, bluegrass, and classical. Someone plays
bagpipes. Magicians, the Casco Bay Cloggers and
square dancers have performed, too. Some people
show slides of interesting places that they've been.

Are most of the people professional
entertainers ?
No. For most of them this is a hobby or something they make money doing on the side. The
majority of people in the bands love to play music
and feel that they want to do something for the
community. They go in and do a 45-minute show
which usually includes some time socializing with
the residents - you know, having a refreshment
afterwards.

We also process and
print all types of
black & white film.
And we can convert
to black & white from
your color originals.

JUS

r

54 YORK ST.
761~B61

41 Exchange Street. Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 772-4439

CBW/Tonee Harbert

What goes over best with old people?
Sometimes pianists feel like they have to do all
that old sing-along stuff. And it really isn't so.
Older people enjoy music from their time but they
really do enjoy the variety.

Do performers gain a new perspective on
nursing homes?
I think so. We had a band that went to a retirement home to play. And everyone was up and
dancing and really having a wonderful time. I
imagine that might have really surprised them.
Sometimes the response doesn't seem evident to
the performer. The residents may not seem like
they're really in tune with what's happening. But
for the next three days they'll talk about it.

Does It seem to make a difference for every
resident?
It doesn't matter really what their physical

The Hot New Parkas
"
are Here!
3

A ALSO FEATURING MAINE'S LARGEST

li1
~1

SELECTION OF JUNIOR SKI WEAR

NOW ON SALE

t-tflHWJ.HH&~El_$J$#Wi
.J@::*::::::»:::@s..~.i1<lll_Wi
... ~W

limitations are as far as their enjoyment. If they're
particularly hard of hearing, you want to put them
up closer to the fron t.

,

'
the
\

Have you met residents who were
performers at one time?

snoV(

I worked at a nursing home where there was a
woman who was a professional pianist who had
studied with all the best. She was quite good in her
time. When she came out for shows, you could feel
it. She was so grateful for hearing music and
hearing it right there. Watching her reactions was
pretty neat.

5011

bike
315 Marginal Way
Portland
775-5117

Fort Andros, Maine 51.
Brunswick
725-8930

Do you have any talents yourself?
Well, my husband and I and my four-year-old
daughter are active as volunteer performers. We do
a bluegrass set. My husband is professional and he
plays guitar and mandolin. I play guitar and
harmonica. My daughter does some recitation and
dances around and generally steals the show.

How do you persuade performers to
volunteer?
Somebody that might want to do some service
and has a talent can do it with a minimal amount
of time and effort. For some it's a good opportunity
to work out some new material.
You'll never leave a performance feeling bad.
You're always glad that you did it. And that's what
I always tell people. For people who aren't used to
performing, it's a pretty good feeling to have an
audience clapping.

Do you ever worry that you're coming on a
little strong?
I try not to be pushy. Asking people to do
something for nothing is not always easy. But out
of all the things to ask them to do, Community
Intertainment is probably the best thing. You're not
asking them to go door to door, you're asking them
to do something they like to do anyway.

Andy Newman sends Dut for intertainment regularly.

CITY HALL AUDITORIUM
Portland, ME

Happy
.Halloween
from all of
us· at

[~

6enetton]

Benetton Factory Store
56 Main Street
.....~~ Freeport, Maine 04032

E

CHARLIE
DANIELS

BAND
with special gil est

TOY CALDWELL
Thursday, Novo 2,
7:30 pm
TIckets available at the
Exchange, Portland
All TIOIETN!N°Outlets and 'IIOI£TNJN°PIIINHI_ 1-8()()'382-8080.
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ATTENTION PORTLAND RESIDENTS!
are you:

brightwater

Il1o-

..
..
..
..

serviced by town water?
dissatisfied with the bad chlorine taste?
tired of lugging bottled water around?
drinking too much soda?
interested in having delicious "bottled quality" water
right from your tap for $5 a month?

Casco Bay Weekly and Just Black & White present

try the "bottled w.J.ter alternative'" at no cost for 7 days.

call brightwat ... at 773·9835

YOURS:
Nobody needs mobile living rooms

.CRUISE THE STEAMBOAT ROUTES .
ABOARD LONGFELLOW IT
Warn' to 11:30
Lobster Fisheries and Island History Cruise
Adults $8.50 Seniors $ 7.50 Children $6.50
'October this cruise also departs at 8:30
12:05 to 12:55
Lunchtime Harbor Cruise
All seats $3.50
1:30 to 3:00
Ughthouse and Shipwreck Cruise
Adults $8.50 Seniors $7.50 Children $6.50
3:30 to 5:00
Naturalist Cruise
Feed Gulls! Watch Seals!
Breathtaking foliage in the autumn.
Adults $8.50 Seniors $7.50 Children $6.50
5:30 to 7:00
Portland Headlight Cruise
Featuring seaJaringJolk musiC
All Seats $8.50
7:30 to 10:00
Sunset & HarborUght Cruise
All seats $12.50
S·P·E·C·I·A·L •
E.V.E.N.T.S
5:30 Daily
KISS 100 Happy Hour Cruise
October 27th
FM 103 Full Boat Happy Hour
Winners of tickets only!
Saturday. October 2&h
Reserved charters at 12:30 & 8-11 pm
Sunday. October 29th
Chem Free Halloween Teen Dance
Tickets available at Portland Parks & Recreation
$6.50 7:30-1O:00pm

I would like to say that your interview with
David Brower (CBW 10/5/89) was impressive. He
may be labeled a radical by some, but the man
paints a pretty clear picture of what is happening to
our environment (or, rather, what we humans are
doing to it). I also found it interesting that the focus
of your cover story was a prime example of one of
"society's habits" that needs to be changed. Your
light-hearted articleabouttheuseoflimosasmobile
living rooms did little to provoke any thought
about the unnecessary car exhaust being spewed
out during these joy rides. Sure, it may have been
one auto on the road for a few hours, but combined
with the myriad of other "innocent pleasure-cruis-

ers" across the country (and the world!), this exhaust is only adding to the deathtrap we seem to be
preparing for ourselves. As Mr. Brower said, we
need to use our minds. People, each and every one
of us, simply need to wake up, open our eyes, and
think.
Next time, folks, if you can do it in your apartment, stay home. Or maybe go for a walk and
breathe in that cool night air while you can.

reM . f2-. ~

1O.'j lor

Jennifer Taylor
Portland

CASCO BAY WEEKLY

PUBUSHER Gary Santaniello
EDITOR Monte Paulsen
Robo-Cop" would drive right on by.
On many occasions I have seen policecars parked
in no-parking zones. For instance, at Shop'n Save
on Forest Ave., they park in the fire lane. While I
assume they are in there on business I have seen
them come out with purchases, especially at the
salad bar or deli area. Granted their lunch time is
there for whatever they want to do with it but the
fire lane isn't for them, no more than it is for any
other citizen. They should use the public parking
lot.
Believe me, I don't have any disrespect for the
police force, but I think they should obey the traffic
laws just as we do or get a ticket slopped on their
windshield. If they can't find a spot to suit their
convenience, do what the rest of the city has to do,
park two or three blocks away and walk back. How
can they enforce the law if they don't obey it.
The saying goes "no one is above the law no
matter how colorful" unless of coarse that color is
a blue uniform.
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->

Linda Lee
Portland
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Lori Austill, ElU Rosenberg,

I guess David Koplow and his canine crusaders
really don't have a place in the white-washed
homogenized 1V town that Mr. Chitwood is pushing for.
I think the Dogman was correct when he talked
of conspiracy.
Hats off to Paul Aranson!

.--....

Where does George Mitchell stand?
Majority Leader George Mitchell has mailed a return shipments of cocaine for sale in the United
fund-raising request to me and, I assume, to a few States.
million other Democrats. His pitch is for money to
3) To implement his yeaming for peace and
fight Republicans and, in the coming year, to pass economic opportunity in Central America, Mitchlaws to improve air quality, fight polluters, stop the ell votes economic support for terrorists organized
flow of drugs, reform education, and to fight for by the CIA to bum, kill and generally terrorize the
peace and economic opportunity in Central Amer- civilian population of Nicaragua. He tolerates the
ica.
continuation of Mr. Reagan's cruel economic
I called Mr. Mitchell's office to seek out his embargo against Nicaragua, and he votes increased
current feelings on the issues and was told by a military aid for the death-squad government in El
staffer that he couldn't talk to me if I were going to Salvador.
quote him.
4) When it comes to education, he seems to feel
But in fact, there's little the staffer could say to that teaching allegiance to flags is more important
me to inspire enthusiasm for the Majority Leader's than teaching respect for people. In view of his
voting record:
voting record on terrorism and his rhetoric on flags,
1) Mitchell is not exactly a mover when it comes perhaps Mitchell should adopt the popular oneto air pollution legislation.
liner for his new red, white and blue bumper
2) His uninspiring questioning of witnesses at sticker: Bum people, not flags.
the Iran-{:ontra hearings helps keep our people i n 0 §
// /
the dark about our government's arrangements to
C . ~_
ship illegal arms to Central America by agreeing to
Julian Holmes
Friendly, Maryland

A competition seeking contemporary black and white
photography about modern life in Southern Maine.

Dan Tonini, PA Trisha

DISPlAY ADVEmSING
Suzanne Delonne, Sla Lessard,
Annie Lewis, Holly Lynn

CWSI.IED ADVEITISING
Milrk Kelleher

CONTIIIUTOIS Lynda Barry,

White-washing Portland
"1 Adam 12,.. 1 Adam 12 ... Massive cocaine
deal going down on Washington Ave. The press
has been informed and are on location so look
good."
I feel secure in knowing that I can turn on the
television or radio or look at a newspaper and
know exactly what major crime Mr. Chitwood and
his high-profile heros in blue are in the process of
cracking. Almost like ... Dragnet. Golly!
Who is this guy anyway? Pretty soon we'll be
seeing police goose-stepping down the street.

US:
October 26 1989
Volume 2, Number 43

Above the law
With all the talk about David Koplow going
around and the phrase "Noone is above the law, no
matter how colorful," I decided to write myopinion.
I think that's a bunch of bull! I think it's not so
much the amount of "color" that a person has, as
much as who the person is.
I am referring to the fact of the cars that park in
front of places like Green Mountain Coffee Roasters, thein-town banks, flower shops etc ... only then
to return to find a ticket on their cars.
Granted they are all wrong because the signs
clearly state "no parking or stopping," but 90 percent (maybe a little less) of these people are only
stopped for a few minutes, while others stop for a
longer time.
In either case it is legally wrong because it isa noparking zone, but what I don't agree with is why
two certain police cars can stop at a popular breakfastspotin the Old Port area, every morning, not on
official business, but on pleasure, and park in a noparking zone with no problems at all, while others
get tickets all the time.
I would be willing to bet that if the "Little
Scooter" came by when they were out front, "Mr.

This space is fur opinions. Your
views are here, and sometimes ours.
Please be brief when you write, and
please include a phone number
(which will not be published) so
that we can verify your letter.
Send your VIEWS to: VIEWS,
Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark St.,
Portland, ME. 04102.

KRthy Caron, Brenda Chandler,
Barbara Hill, Hannah Holmes,
Sherry Miller, Kelly Nelsen,
Mike Quinn, Don Rubin,
Morgan Shepard, Thomas Verde

CASCO BAY WEEKLY
is an instrument of community
understanding. Every Thursday,
Casco Bay Weekly distributes
20,000 papers free of chargelimited to one copy per reader.
No person may take rrwre than one
of each issla without the permission of Casco Bay Weekly.

ADDniONAL COPIES of the current
issla and/or some back issues may
be purchased for $1 each at the
Casco Bay Weekly office.

Domestic subscriptions are mailed
3rd class and are $36/YeJIr, payable
in advance.

MOGUL MEDIA, INC. publishes
Casco Bay Weekly. Entire contents
© 1989 by Mogul Media, Inc.

WCO BAY WEEKLY
117 ClARK STRm
PORTlAND, ME 04102
7756601

CRITERIA
The judges will be looking for pictures that have
something to say. Technical quality is important, but
among equally excellent photographs the one with the
strongest message will be chosen. Pictures that depict
modem life in Southern Maine will do better than cliche
shots of sailboats, lighthouses, barns and such.
JUDGES
A panel of three judges will choose the winners. The
judges are: Bill CurtSinger, a Portland-based freelance
photographer and regular contributor to National.
Geographic Magazine; Betsy Evans, founder of Portland's only photo gallery, the Evans Gallery on Pleasant
Street; and Rose Marasco, photographer and photo
instructor at University of Southern Maine. The decisions of the judges are final.
ELIGIBILITY
Anyone may enter except employees of Casco Bay
Weekly and Just Black & White. Professional photographers may enter "personal work" - work which has not
been made on assignment.
Photos entered may not have been published
elsewhere prior to this competition and photographers
must be able to grant one-time publication rights to
Casco Bay Weekly in order for their entry(s) to be
eligible.

DEADLINE
Entries must be at Just Black and White, 54 York St.,
by 5 p.m. Thursday, November 9.
ENTRIES
Prints may be any size up to 1lx14" but must be
mounted on 11x14 mat board. No oversized, undersized,
or framed will be accepted.
There is no entry fee, but entrants must limit themselves to two entries. The entrants name, address and
phone number as well as the title of the work (if any)
must appear on the BACK of the mounting board. (Any
identification on the front of the board will disqualify
the entry.)
Photographs not selected may be picked up at Just
Black & White until the end of December, 1989. Although care will be taken with all entries, neither Casco
Bay Weekly or Just Black & White will be responsible for
loss or damage of any entry.
AWARDS
Three winners will be chosen. The winning photos
will be published in the November 22 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly and will be on display at Just Black & White
through the end of the year. Each winning photographer
will receive $50 in processing from Just Black & White
and $50 in cash.
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QUESTIONS? Call Just Black & White at 761-5861

NEW DEADLINE: Thursday, November 9.
Casco Bay Weekly is a

member of the Association of
Alternative NewsTJJt!eklies
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Cemetery,
40 stones have been either destroyed or
stolen by vandals. "The only monument left there is a
burned out automobile," says William Jordan of the
Maine Old Cemetery Association.

Gardens for the living

CONnNUED from page one

Toppled stones
A photo of six vandaIized tombstones appeared on
the front page of a September Evening Express.
Inscribed on one of the stones was the name Thomas
Douglas, a World War I veteran.
"I recognized his stone in the picture in the paper,
so I came down here as soon as I could," says his wife.
"He would have been very upset."
His was one of the more than 2,200 gravestones
overturned this past year at Evergreen Cemetery, off
Portland's Stevens Avenue.
Cemetery vandalism has increased dramatically
during the last year. Portland Police Chief Michael
Chitwood says the vandalism has become "a profound
problem. Portland, South Portland, Westbrook, and
other areas around the state are all seeing increases."
"I've been here for 20 years, and I've never seen
anything like what happened this spring," says Dick
Dunbar, the superintendent for Woodlawn Cemetery
in Westbrook. "We've had more than 150 tombstones
turned over."

Cemeteries were never just for the dead.
Robert Albano grew up across the street from
Presumpscot Cemetery. Forty years ago he used to
"meet 20 of my pals for a beer at the cemetery in the
. woods. We were all boys," he adds, "except for some
bad girls, but they weren' t really bad girls." Albano
and his friends "would play Tarzan, roast pigeons for
food, and build tunnels between the graves - sometimes these would be 40-50 feet long. But we always
revered the dead, we prayed for them every time we
But compared to the vandalism at Calvary and
went out there, we'd lay flowers there on Memorial
Forest City Cemeteries in South Portland, ISO tombDay."
stones is a mere pittance.
Evergreen Cemetery was designed as both a park
"We've had 14 occasions since April 26 where we've and a cemetery. William Jordan says that Evergreen
been hit by vandals," says Jay DiPaolo, Portland's
was one of the two cemeteries in New England,
Superintendent of Cemeteries. "Anywhere from 100 to "which during the Victorian Age was set up as garden
200 stones have been knocked down. Since July '1,1988 cemeteries. There were formal floral gardens and cast
nearly 2,200 monuments have been knocked down at
iron dogs, horses and urns. But apparently during the
Evergreen. They keep doing it time after time after
Victorian Age there was, ~all we say, a heightened
time. Many of these stones weigh more than 2,000
senSibility. One d'id not vandalize such sites."
pounds and it takes three men to stand them upright."
Today the elaborate bridges that once carried the
Calvary Cemetery, where the first grave was dug in strolling visitors over the pond are gone. The wrought
1859, has had more than 160 stones toppled in the past iron statues were stolen. And the gardens are no
five months. Because this is a Catholic cemetery, the
longer cared for. Weeds are strewn throughout the
majority of the stones have delicately carved crosses
graveyard, and the only flowers that survive are those
and statues. Some of which are irreplaceable. The
cared for by the families of the deceased.
damage accrued in the past five months totals more
But the pond still glistens, and the trees continue to
than $100,000.
sway in the breeze. And Evergreen, like other cemeterNor have the graves of nuns escaped this criminal
ies in Greater Portland, has become a haven for bird
mischief. "Eighty-one of the Sisters of Mercy crosses
watchers, dog walkers and people who' contemplate
were sheared six-inches from the base," says Sister
their lives - and the passing of others'.
Mary Dennis. "It caused a great sadness ... we are like
Some South Portland police officersagree that the
one body. It's very upsetting. There's no regard for the graveyard is available to those of all ages - whether
property of other people," she adds sadly.
you are six feet under or purely flesh and blood. "It's
At a little-known Portland graveyard, Presumpscot
nice to see youngsters and a lot of old ladies with

binoculars and tennis sneakers using this place," says
one officer.
Kay Gammons, a volunteer Audubon tour leader,
may be spotted behind a pair of binoculars below "the
row of tombs" at Evergreen or perched on the bridge
at Calvary. She has been watching for chirping sparrows and gadwills for more than 10 years now.
Evergreen, which has been designated a wildlife
sanctuary, is an asset for many like Gammons. 'Tve
sighted pileated woodpeckers and least bitterns," says
Gammons. "These are unusual to see."
And on any given day Chaucer, Beckett and Molly
might be chasing one of these winged creatures, but
most of the time they seem content to chase squirrels
and play with one another. A group called the Western
Cemetery Dog Walkers has formed. "We come here
because it's fenced in. We can let them off their leash,"
explains Rebecca Watson. "They're social animals,"
says dog walker Joe Pound, "it's good for them to meet
with other dogs."
But dogs are not the only ones who socialize in
graveyards. At night, instead of a ghost or goblin, one
might find a pair of human eyes peering from behind a
bottle of Bud.
"1 love cemeteries," says Jen.
"They're so peaceful," adds her friend Morgan,
who's dressed in black from head to toe, including a
flowing cape. Jen, Morgan, John and Shawn often
come to Western Cemetery late at night to have a beer
and relax. "I've been going to cemeteries at night since
high school," says Jen.
"This one doesn't want us in here; there's bad
energy near her tomb," says Jen, of a tomb that is
above ground, inscribed in Latin, with a terra-cotta
cross atop its head.
"Legend has it that it's a witch's tomb," says John,
who is clothed in a Salvador Dali skull t-shirt. Many
other visitors to this grave must share the same belief,
as stones from other parts of the cemetery have been
defaced with the number 666, associated with the
devil, and placed at the base of the grave.

Expensive stones
The recent vandalism is more serious than the
removal of a few rocks, but police chiefs Michael
Chitwood of Portland, Robert Schwartz of South
Portland, and Ron Allanach of Westbrook agree that
most of the damage is perpetuated by teenagers or
those in their early 20s.
Chitwood says, "We were able to set up a profile
(based on a May incident at Evergreen). It indicated
that they all were teenagers and all of them were high
on drugs and/ or alcohol. This was just a culmination
of the end of the night, just something rotten to do."
"This is a class "C" crime, a criminal offense," says
South Portland's Schwartz. "The maximum penalty is
five years in jail." Most often, however, those found
guilty walk away with only probation as a sentence.
Chitwood believes that an example has to be set: "You
just can't do this arbitrary vandalism and get away
with it. There has to be some type of jail time."
Though most of the local incidents have not involved removal of property, tombstones are hot items
these days.
Antique shops and newspapers across the nation
deal in this underground market. Some use the stones
for coffee tables, others just for decorations. In the
"Knoff Collectors Guides to American Antiques," a
tombstone markets for between $3,000 and $5,000. An
ornament from a stone or mausoleum sells for between
$1,500 and $3,000.
Members of the Association for Gravestone Studies
have asked that Knoff Publishing House remove this
page from its next printing. "This encourages vandalism," says Jordan, a member for the Association for
Gravestone Studies. He says that Knoff has agreed to
withdraw the tombstones from their next guide.
Vandalism is not the only crime that occurs in
Portland cemeteries
"There have been two incidents of purse snatching
in the past month. One women had over $300 stolen,"
says Calvary's superintendent, Thomas Nee. "It
happened in broad daylight while they were both

Kay Gammons watches birds In Calvary Cemetery, South Portland . .
James Pound, a member of West End Dog Walken, walks his dog In Westem Cemetery.

visiting their husbands' tombs."
Purse-snatchers are not the only ones who terrorize
cemetery visitors. "Many cemeteries, especially here in
Portland, are filled with street people of various kinds.
That is winos and other individuals with, what you
might call, odd appetites," says Jordan, "It's a good
place to get accosted."
Surveillance has been stiffened in Portland, South
Portland and Westbrook. Cadets, who are officers-intraining, are roaming Evergreen on weekends, and
Eastern Cemetery has a new fence and a "NO ADMITT ANCE" sign at its gate - keeping vandals out but
letting ghosts wander freely. Police patrols have also
increased in Portland, South Portland and Westbrookbut police officers must spend the majority of their
time with the living.

Consolation stones
The Massachusetts-based Association for Gravestone Studies sponsored a Portland cemetery fix-up
day in August. This group, along with several enthusiastic Portlanders, used city-owned tools to restore and
reset many of the toppled Eastern Cemetery gravestones.
But until more action is taken, the only consolation
for the survivors is that most homeowners insurance
policies pay up to $1,000 for the loss of a gravestone.
Many cemeteries feel morally obligated, though they
are not legally bound, to repair the overturned stones.
Officials hope that soon the stones in Portland, South
Portland, and Westbrook will no longer rest in pieces.
"I'm going to ask in the office tomorrow what can
be done," says 81-year-old Mrs. Douglas. She stands
looking over the damage at her husband's tombstone.
'1 water the geraniums once a week. But they're under
the stone - they're ruined." Then she asks, "Who
would tend his grave if I were not living?"

Alice Kira is a living freelance writer.
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SPECIALS!

In Maine ...
we heat with Acorns!

OFF-PEAK HOURS & WEEKENDS

AVOID THE CROWDS!
AEROBICS

8 sessions $20 (reg.$35)

16 sessions $35 (reg. $60)

Momlau • We""."" CI.....

• NO INITIATION FEE. FREEZE POLICY AVAIlABLE '12)(12 JACUZZI.
NAUTILUS CENTER· AEROBICS. SAUNAS. STEAMRooMS • 3 TANNING
BOOTHS· UFECYCLES • STAIRMASTER • ROWING ERGOMETER •
• SELF DEFENSE COURSES. MASSAGE THERAPY'

Sure, Gift 15 jtvff, rot!Jh, 'n' fDU3h - bur he's h~
e¥lo~h 3uff ~ br-eo.kfast .siuff! r3;ff bums aVId
yearns fD /eaVl1 l.Uhe~ he (aVJ fur-VI In I'Ils- .
it'! Jepr-dl of a tn t!.~1 ~t wovrf {ca.\/(; ~ IlIVl
,~ -the (urch . Takt- GIft 10 'Th!.

by Mike Quinn

Acorn slipper socks
on sale now!

GOOD EGG CAFE

Portland A Regency

~- F "AM-Il.:'t s"
~ItT ""'M-Ll't'\
~ u '" 11" M-1.1'",

HEALTH
CLUB
.

20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT

11

774-4200
Women's

30% OFF
D'

.- CwkUedown:)
FACTORY STORE

Is there hope for professional sports?

Saving Boston's teams

Mexican ~estaurant
Watering
Hole

A

fabulous food • Marqaritas
from south of the border from out M thJs world .
OPEN 7 DAYS 4 PM - Happy Hour Mon. to Fri.
242 St. 'ohn St., Union Sta. Portland 874-6444
~

WTIoJuan's

COHCORD.HJi.

~rMargarita's

ORONO,""

ONE OUT
OFlWO!
Frank Gaziano

c

Did you know one out of every
two beers sold in Maine is
Budweiser? Yes, Budweiser _
the King of Beers for over 35
years. Do you know what kind of
start Willie Mays had
when he first came to
the big leagues?.. .The
first 12 times he went
to bat he failed to
hiL .. He got a hit his
13th time up - but
then he went to bat 14

figures: Rusty Staub, Yogi Berra,
Casey
Stengal
and
Tom
Seaver. .. Staub's real first name is
DanieL.Berra's is Lawrence ... Sten.
gel's is Charles... and Seaver's first
name, oddly enough, is
George ... His real full
name is George Tho·
mas Seaver. Our
thanks to all quality
minded people - we
raise a cold glass of
8udweiserandwesay
more consecutive
- this Bud's for you.
tim es with.out a
Here's a tough one ... Has
hiL..Thus, in his first
a major league baseball
27 times up in the
team ever changed
majors, Mays had just LL~_-L":-_-l managers during a sea·
one hit, and his batting
.
son, and then, gone on
average was .037!...At
. to win the pennant? ..!t's
that moment nobody knew that happened only twice, and both times
Willie Mays would become one of totheCubs... ln 1932, Charlie Grimm
the greatest players of all-time. DId replaced Rogers Hornsby in mid·
you know only Budweiser is season, and won the Oag... And, in
naturally carbonated and natu1938, Gabby Hartnett took over from
rally aged? We'd venture to say Grimm during the season, and led
that not one fan in a thousand can
the Cubs to the pennant. Beer is a
tell you the real first names of all
good part of dle good life four of these well·known baseball
drink responsibly!
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Andreas Vollenweider's Pioneering Past:
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Everyone who made
the U.S.S. Kennedy's
second visit successful.

6 Mill Street, Freeport, Maine
On the South Side of the Village Center Parking Area
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As the 1980s draw to a merciful close, Boston
sports fans in Maine and throughout New England can only say "wai t to the next decade." Will
the next decennium make any difference? Probably not. However, to assist the geneTal mangers
and coaches of Beantown franchises, below
appears a fan questionnaire.
Judging by the field, courtand ice results, your
annchair opinions count more than ever. Spend
25 cents on a Lou Gehrig stamp and send in your
responses. Your participation could make the
difference between a championship and an alsoran. A sample answer is provided to each question, just in case professional sports have dulled
the mind. Reply with the heart; that's always the
bestway.1binking too much loses pennants and
other similar Holy Grails.
• Who should manage the woeful Red Sox, a
team who hasn't won since Babe Ruth pitched?
Jack Nicklaus, He would have no trouble with
Sox players playing golf onroad trips. His wholesome image would not tolerate players affairs
with real-estate bimbos. Most importantly, his
reputation asa strong closer with a killer instinct
would insure a World Series Championship. By
the by, '86 was the year the Golden Bear won that
miraculous Masters; Boston could have used
him then.
• Who should coach the sputtering New
England Patriots back to the Super Bowl?
Jack Nicholson, The Patriots need some lifea crazed, possessed leader willing to try exciting
stuff, Combine cuckoo Randall McMurphy with
the star of "The Shining" and '''The Witches of
Eastwick" and you won't have a fullback going
over tackle 13 consecutive times. The added advantage hereis that Nicholson, fatigued from pro
football coaching, wouldn't have the energy to
haunt the Celtics in the late spring.
• Who should coach basketball's greatest pro
team of all time, the Boston Celtics?
U Thant Jr. With the Greenattempting to draft
players from every country under the sun while
giving up American players to overseas teams, a
coach with a U. N. background is critical.
• Who should coach the big bad Bruins in
order to restore the glory years of the early 70s?

BoJackson. The whole world knows he doesn't
know diddly about hockey. That's OK. Naivete
can often give a refreshing outlook and motivation to a hockey team. No offense to Mike
Millbury, but a big multiple-sport name is the
goal here.
• Who is the one player who can tum the
middling, inconsistent Red Sox around?
Roy Hobbs. While the electric bill would be
outrageous from all the smashed outfield lights,
his flair for the spectacular would drive in a lot of
the million runners they left on base last year. A
smooth, clutch player is hard to find. Get "The
Natural" at all costs.
• Who is the answer to the Patriots' problems?
Johnny Unitas, Let's put this quarterback controversy to rest. Unitas, in his classic hi-top black
cleats is old enough to be Flutie's great-grandfather. So what! You know that on third·and-one
anything goes. Draft the master and buy Super
Bowl tickets to see the Pats recharged.
• Bird, ona downward flight from his former
great heights, can no longer be counted on to be
the franchise. Who is his successor?
Ivan Tripointskivich, currently a high school
senior in Siberia, tosses in 4O-footers like they
were layups. Jan Yolk is currently negotiating
with the Dolly Uama for rights to Ivan. Brian
Shaw, eat your heart out.
• Who is the Bruins' key acquisition and their
ticket to a Stanley Cup Championship?
Janet Ross, Wayne Gretzky's actress wife. Get
her a condo on the Charles River and a couple of
good Massachusetts movie roles and Gretsky
should finish a glorious career in the house that
Orr built.
• Which of the Boston teams is likely to win
the first championship in the 1990s and when?
The Ce1tics in 1990. Bird is hurt and older but
he's also pissed as hell. Departing the playoffs in
the first round last year was a tip off that Bird
would be on a mission to win it alL Now if the
Celts could just find a legitimate point guard ...
Mike Quinn is onfy looking for replies mDre serious than
his own.

865-1713
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UPCOMING MOTORCOACH TRIPS:
• Sat., Nov. 4 BURLINGTON MALL
• Sat., Nov. 19 BOSTON
• Sat - Mon., Dec. 30-Jan. 1
NEW YEARS TRIP TO MONTREAL

Great Atlantic Travel
ror details or ror our current tour schedule (through Spring 1990):
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Silent
Fangs.
The
silent
film
classic
of vampires,
- - - - - - - - - -.... "Nosferatu,"
is being
shown

I

Oct. 31.

• Photographer Marie
Cosindas discusses her work.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _... She is best known for her
color stilllifes and portraits,
which she instills with a
painterly quality by utilizing
varying color filters, temperatures and development times.
The free lecture is at 7:30 p.m.
at the Portland Museum of
- - - - - - - - - -... Art, Congress Square. For
more information, call 7756148.
• On your way to the museum, find members of the
group "Artists for The Homeless" staging the second in a
series of events to focus
attention on the housing
questions on the Nov. 7 ballot:
community housing for the ·
mentally ill, the affordable
housing bond issue and a constitutional amendment that
would allow the Maine State
Housing Authority to co-sign
mortgage loans for moderate
and low-income citizens. lf
you want to learn more about

-

marionettes, rod and hand
puppets and shadows - to tell
the stories of Peter Pan, The
Enchanted Doll, and The
Legend of the Frog Magician.
There are two performances
today at 1 and 3 p.m. at
Luther Bonney Auditorium
on the USM Portland campus.
Admission is $1 for children,
$3 for adults. Anyone dressed
in costume is admitted for
half price. For more information, call 780-4812.
• The Casco Bay Bicycle
Club puts aside high mileage
and puts on costumes for their
second annual masquerade
ride through downtown
Portland and the Old Port.
Interested cyclists can join the
group at the Maine Medical
Center parking lot on Chadwick Street at 3:30 p.m. After
the ride, the participants will
visit the children's ward of the
Maine Medical Center. For
more information, call 7991085.
• The Maine Musicians
Association and the Maine
Health Foundation present a
free concert to promote the
upcoming compilation record
"A.I.D.S./ America is Doing
Something." Tonight's program includes a variety of folk
and acoustic musicians: Greg
Burns, David Good, David
Jolicoeur, Small Fortune and
Tight Fit. Showtime is 8 p.m.
• The Starbird Puppet The- at the State Street Church in
Portland. For more informaatre uses more than 25 puption, call 874-9002.
pets of different types - rod

per family. Children under 12
must be accompanied by an
adult. The Schoolhouse Arts
Center is located just north of
the intersection of Routes 114
and 35 in Sebago Lake Village.
For more information, call
642-3743.
• Ghosts for rockers and a
healthy dose of nostalgia (!)
for the fun and fast music of
the early '80s ... Portland's
own Ghost Walks joins the
emigre band The Stains for a
record release party at Geno's,
13 Brown St., Portland. The
Stains, one of Portland's early
underground bands, played
their first gig at Deli One on
Halloween 10 years ago.
Leaving town for Boston in
1981, the band played hundreds of gigs and recorded 28
songs, 13 of which were
recently found and edited and
are available on their first
album. Ghost Walks was
formed in '83 by two exmembers of The Stains. Their
latest album "Feel Like A
Ghost" is also being released
this weekend. First editions of
both Gutterworst recordings
will be available tonight at
Geno's.

the local housing issues, the
group will be out in front of
the Portland Museum of Art
from 7-9 p.m. For more
information on the event or
how to get involved, contact
Peter Herley at 775-0712.

• Get spooked: Blood-curdling screams and other
sounds of horror will be heard
at the historic Portland Observatory on Munjoy Hill. Storyteller Susan Dries tells tales of
ghosts and goblins at 7 p.m. at
the Observatory in a program
for spooks of all ages. Admission is $3 for adults and $2 for
kids. For more information,
call 774-5561.
• Munjoy Hill's country
cousins are haunting the
"Ghoulhouse" at the Schoolhouse Arts Center in Sebago
Lake Village. The Arts Center
will be converted into a nineroom haunted house today
through Sunday, 6:30-9:30
p.m. Admission is $2 per
person and no more than $10

takes the stage at Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave. And for reggae
fans, the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St., host s The Itals.

• Music for wind instruments ... The USM Wind
Ensemble performs four
pieces at 3 p.m. in Corthell
Concert Hall on the Gorham
campus. American composer
Arthur Bird's "Serenade for
Wind Instruments" will be
followed by the French composer Jean Francaix's "Sept
Danses," a virtuoso display
piece for 10 winds. The second half of the program
includes two pieces based on
folk melodies, Vaughn Williams' "Folk Song Suite" and
Shostakovich's "Folk Dances."
Admission is $3/$1 . For more
information, call 780-5555.
• More ghosts and legends ... Loren Coleman,
author of "Curious Encounters, Mysterious America"
and the forthcoming book
"Tom Slick and the Search for
The Yeti" will read along with
Thomas Verde, author of the
newly published "Maine
Ghosts and Legends" at 4
p.m. at Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555 Congress St., Portland. For more information,
call 761-3930.

• Another silent movie
with organ accompaniment is
being shown at the City
Theater in Biddeford. The
1922 film "Nosferatu," the
terrifying vampire tale told in
the style of German expressionism, shows at 8 p .m.
Admission is $5, and $4 for
people in costume. For more
information, call 282-0849.

• The Maine Outdoor Adventure Club holds its
monthly meeting at 7 p.m. in
the People's Building, 155
Brackett St., Portland. The
meeting will feature a slide
show on "Hiking the Pacific
Crest Trail in California" and
plans for future outdoor trips
will be made. The public is
welcome to attend. For more
information, call 774-1118.
• And from the Pacific
Northwest and the land of big
and verdant trees come the
neo-psychedelic rock band
Screaming Trees. According
to the San Jose Metro,
"Screaming Trees plays music
• A frightfully silent movie
the way it used to be madewith live organ accompaniwith lots of heart and absoment is the annual Halloween
lutely no polish whatsoever."
offering from the Friends of
Who needs folkies to tell us
the Kotzschmar Organ. The
about the state of the world
show begins at 7:30 p.m. at
anyway? Screaming Trees
Portland City Hall Auditoplay at Zootz, 31 Forest Ave.,
rium. The movie and music
Portland. For more informaare free and open to the
tion, call 773-8187.
public, but donations are
graciously accepted.
• All Hallow's Eve ...
Grisly ballads, haunting songs
and blood-curdling stories are
;Z",.' . "ij.
.~:§:4;:;~~;:~=t,:i~~~~
\:~t::*t·· _
_ ,.:~~;~~
on the program of the Portland Folk Club's annual
Halloween bash at 7:30 p.m.
• Charlie Daniels Band
at the Portland Observatory
and Toy Caldwell, formerly
on Munjoy Hill. Admission is of the Marshall Tucker
Band, take the stage for a
$5 for adUlts, $2 for children.
southern rock show at
For more information, call
7:30 p.m. at Portland
773-9549.
City Hall Auditorium.
• Ahd back in the land of
the living, there's enough live Tickets are $17.50
& $15.50, available at
music around town to keep
the Record Exchange,
you out past the midnight
Ticketron and Telehour. Of note, the bluegrass
tron, 1-800-382-8080.
band New Grass Revival,

• On the quieter side, a
discussion series on two
women writers with diverse
perspectives takes place
tonight and next Thursday at
Thomas Memorial Library, 6
Scott Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth. Charlotte Renner,
assistant professor of English
at Westbrook College, leads a
discussion of Anne Tyler's
"Bteathing Lessons," a work
free from political message or
dogma tonight at 7 p.m. The
sharp social criticism of
Margaret Atwood's "The
Handmaid's Tale" will be discussed next week. For more
information, call 799-1720.

• Peter Nichols' play "Joe
,Egg" opens at the Portland
Performing Arts Center, 25A
Forest Ave., Portland. The
play, the first of the season
from the Portland Stage
Company, tells the story of an
English couple raising a
severely handicapped child.
In the play, humor makes the
pain bearable; the playwright
uses vaudeville sketches and
stand-up comedy in the

program at the University of
Buffalo. Workshops include
discussions of feminist perspectives on economic justice,
indigenous initiativ.es for economic autonomy, making the
"underground economics"
work, boycotts and buycotts
and other topics. The conference is co-sponsored by the
Center for Vision and Policy,
Women in Nurturing Group
Support, Central Maine
Indian Association, Casco Bay
Greens
and American Friends
• "Dare to Dream: EcoService
Committee. Cost of
nomic Alternatives That
the
workshop
is $15. ChildWork," a conference on
economic justice, is being held care and resources for those
with special needs (e.g. a
at the UniverSity of New
signer)
will be available as
England in Biddeford. The
requested.
For more informaconference explores concrete
tion, call 773-2294 or 442-7260.
examples and possibilities of
ecologically, economically
and socially just economic
You can't spook
practices and policies The
Charlie Daniels.
keynote speaker will be John
See Nov. 2 •
Mohawk, a member of the
Seneca Nation and a professor
in the American Studies
telling of the story. Performances continue through Nov.
19: Friday at 8 p.m., Saturday
at 5 and 9 p.m., Sunday at 2
p.m., and Tuesday-Thursday
at 7:30 p.m. For ticket
information, call 774-0465.
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LEARN

* GUITAR * BASS *

* DRUMS * *
* PIANO/KEYBOARD
* SYNTHESIZER
*
at Portland's

"
. '. .
2 nights of horror

NUMBER ONE

Music Teaching Facility!

Sal Oct 281h
party liII 3am
.. 21+
Tues Oct 31sl
party till 2am
chern free

Coslume Prins
Go ... Bo ... Dlncers
$' sceen 01 video horror
avoid the line, come early .
doors Dpen 118:30
• I. .J _.
_..
"

GUITAR & DRUM
WORKSHOP
Open 6 Days 10 a.m.-10 p.m.
147 Cumberland Ave. Portland

633 FOREST AVE.
PORTlAND. 773-3444

Tito
Puente
&His Latin Jazz All Stars
Friday, October 27th, 8:00 p.m.
First Parish Church
Tickets $13 Call: 774-0465
Available also at Amadeus
Music &Gallery Music

816 $OYN05 fROM ALL OVtf?
1989 MUSIC SERIES PRESENTED BY
PORTLAND PERFORMING ARTS
Withsupport Irom Maine Yankee, Nahmal Endowment
lor the Arts, New Eng~oo fouooat~n lor the Arts, Meet
the Composed. Inc.•Sonesta Hotel and WCLl

..

THEMOVIES .

NEW RELEASES
LP/CS $7.49
CDS $12.99

Order
your

BBQ
Turkey Now!
OCT. 28-31

UNCLE BILLYS
SOlJIRSIDEOOt-:&QYE
if1A1.&%kou:t

David Bowie
Box Set
LP $58.99

Nei\tto-theGriffln C1ub~ Soulhs·,ilP
~ theM; IfionDoliar Brid~"" cst

761-7119

(clear virgin vinyl)

NeW" 11 CIA.~4

CD $52.99
11 EXCHANGE ST' LOWER LEVEl. • OLD PORT

..

TUel

-SIO"\.

il:~o.AJ'1 ~ 10:~o I'M.

C 10 Exchanr St .. Portland

&eran:lVJ~

October 26, 1989
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C= &y Weddy

Blocky.rd (rock) Manor Lounge, John
Martin's Manor, !=It. I, S. Portland. 7755642.
p..J & Coua._ (female blues/jazz
trio) Sneakers at Tennis of Maine, 196
U.S . Rt.l, Falmouth. 781-2671.

FRIDAY+
The
Original
Pousette-Dart
Band
featuring

Compiled by Ann Sitomer
LI.tlngs muat b ........v.d In writing by 12 n_n the Frida~or to publlc.tlon.
Ann Slto_r, c..co B.y W_kly, 187 Clark Street,
I.nd 04102

SILVER
SCREEN

The B_r An orphaned bear cub and a

Ticket Info. 773·6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775·2494

wounded male bear struggle to survive
in the wilds of British Columbia.
BI.ck R.ln Michael Douglas plays a
New York City cop, who makes a flashy
lunch-hour bust of a Japanese mobster and then he and his partner are
assigned to return the prisoner to Japan. When the plane lands, the prisoner escapes. What follows is a manhunt under the neon lights of Osaka's
·Tlmes Square,· through desolate but
bright undel'!jround shopping malls and
among wamng factions of Japanese
mobsters. Even with all its lights, Osaka
seems more frightening than the darkest alleys of New YorI<. Sato, the escaped Japanese villain who has not
onty the New York and Japanese cops
after him, but his rival Japanese crooks
as well ia a knife-happy Japanese
sadist, who is the most menacing and
ruthlessaook to grace the sillier screen
in quite a while.
Blue V.lv.t Dennis Hopper plays Isabella Rossellini's inspired and p.ercerve
Iollerin David Lynch's cult claSSIC about
the dark side of the suburbs. Laura
Oem and Kvle MacLachian play the
teenagers who accidendy slip into the
violent world surronding Hopper and
Rossellini.

How to c.t Ahe.d In Adv.rtl.lng
Richard E. Grant plays a London advertising executive who becomes disi~
lusioned with the hard-sell tactics of his
business. His change in thinking might
have something to do with a mysterious boil that grows on the ad man's
neck, which talks, grows a mustache
and engages in aI1Iuments.
Immedi.t. Family Glen Close and
James Woods play a childless couple,
who develop a relationship with a pregnantgirl (Mary Stuart Masterson) whose
child they plan to adopt. The baby's
father is played by KeVin Dillon.

What's Where

An Innocent Man Tom Selleck plays
a man convicted of a crime he didn't
commit. He does his time, gets paroled
for good behavior and sets out to find
the guUty man .
Look Who'. T.lklng John Travolta
makes a comeback in this movie with a
baby who talks like Bruce Willis. Also
starring Kirstie Alley, Olympia Dukakis
and George Segal.
N.xt of Kin Patrick Swayze plays a
cop from the sticks, who take.s on bigcity crime with the help of hiS hometown clan.
S - of Lov. is a puddle of a thriller, but
is filled with great characters nonetheless. Pacino plays a drunken cop Investigating the murder of men who
have all placed personal ads in the
paper. He falls for the prime suspect,
played by Ellen Barkin. Pacino's performance is great; his character has
the depth it takes to sustain the plot.
Barkin's performance, on the c;>ther
hand is vacant rather than mystenous.
you know whodunit, the movie
becomes a fascinating study of what
makes a relationship between two
people click.
Seven Wo_n Sev.n Sin. The
seven deadly sins - gluttony, greed,
pride, anger, lust, sloth, and envy - are
examined singly by seven women directors in seven short films. Each director looks at the question of What
constitutes a deadly sin in this day and
age?

0n00

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mal Road. S Ponland
774·1022

F.t Man and Llttl. hy (PQ.13)

1:30, '. 7, 9:.40 (through Oct 26)
Gro. . Anatomy (PG.1:1t
1.3:10,5:15,7:25.9:.40

....... '<1.. (111
1;45, 4:05. 7, 9:ao

Th. F .... Iou......,. aoya (II)

1:15.4.7:15,9:40
An Innocent I"n ell)
1:45. 4:15, 7. 9:30

Black Rain lll)

1:30,4:15,7:20,10
. . . of L .... (II)
1:45,4:15,7,9::lO
Wotth _nlng (II)
1,3:10,5:15,7:25,9;40 (opens Oct 27)

Nickelodeon

Te<rj>le and Middle, POltiand
" '772·9751
_ _ (11)

' :15,7:20,9:40 (opens Oct 27)
T. . . . . .rIPG)
4.7:05.9:.40 lopens Oct 27)

How to Gat Aha....... AdYertlalng
9:20 (opens Oct 27)

A Dry Whit. Se....n There is no absolution for white gui~ in this graphic
and powerlul movie about the family of
black gardener who worl<s at an allwhite school in South Africa. The gardener's school-age son is detained by
the white police force . When the son
turns up dead, his father tries to find out
what has happened. Donald Sutherland does a fabulous job in his role as
a schoo~acher, whose vague liberalism becomes a radical conviction that
the Afrikaans government policy is
wrong as the gardener and all those
who try to help him tum up dead.

CRt

.........1... F....11y (PQ.1 ~I
4:20,7:10,9:15 (opens Oct 27)
A Dry Whit. . . . ._ (III
4:20,7:10,9:15 Qhr"'!9h Oct 26)
4:35, 7:15 ~rom Oct 27)
_x,
an4 vWeotape

.Ie.

4:30. 7:30, 9:35

,R.

Look Wh:;ro:",~~! (PC-13)
HlghH_
',7:15,9:40 Qhrough Oct 26))
hrenthood (PO-1:1)
4:30.7:30. 10 ~hrough Oct 26)
H.IIow.... V (AI

,4;15,720,9:05 (through Oct 26)

The Movie.
10 exchange. Portland

m-9600

. .v .... Women ..... SIn.
Oct 25-29
Wed-Sat at 7, 9
Sat-Sun mat at 1
Blue V.tv.t (fl.
Od28-31
Sat-Sun mal at 3

Sun-Tueat7,9:15

A Taxi. . WOft'MUI lI.tum.
Nov 1-4
Wed-Fri aI: 7, 9

LOOKING
FOR

Cinema City
Westbrook P&aza

854-9118
All limes Ihr~h Thursday; call ahead
lor Friday's changes

Uncia Buck (PCI
7,9, weekend mat 1.3
_
HatT)' II. . . .I., (II)
7:15,9:15, weekend malS at 1:15. 3:15
Look Who'. T•• lng (PQ.131
7. 9. weekend mala aI " 3
P.Nnt....... (PQ.13)

7:15. 9:15 weekend mals 811:15. 3:15
L.tfNll •••poII R
7, g, weekend mats at 1. 3

The F.buloua B.k.r Boy. Jeff and

G
WHARF
Boothbay Harbor
Fri.-Sat. Oct. 27-28
THE MANOR
Waterville
Fri.-Sat Nov. 3-4

DON'T GET MAD •••GET UPSET!

_x, 11_ .nd vldeot.p. The first
feature film of writer-director Steven
Soderbergh has a simplicity that results from its small cast and narrow
focus. The four characters - Ann, her
husband John, her sister Cynthia, and
John's old college friend Graham have one thing on their mind: sex. The
greatness behind the movie rests not
only in the film itself, but more so In
what happens to those who view it after
they leave the theater. It encourages
honest dialogue gen~y - Without big
issues, gaudy special effects or a cast
of thousands.
Shock.r Capital punishment isn't a s0lution in this movie about a con~cted
mass murderer who continues to kill
after he's been executed in the electric
chair.
A T.lllng Wom.n R.tum. The
sequel to Japanese director Juzo ltami's
("T ampopo") movie about a hard-line
tax investigator.
Worth Winning Mark Harmon plays a
sexy bachelor involved with three
women at the same time. The lucky
women are played by Lesley Ann
Warren, Madeleine Stowe and Maria
Holvoe.

Beau Bridges play two brothers with a
nightclub act, whose lives are turned
upside down with the arrival of a singer
played by Michelle Pfeiffer.
F.t M.n .nd LinI. Boy Paul Newman and Dwight Schultz star in this
movie about Los Alamos and the development of the atomic bomb. Both
Gen. Leslie Groves (Newman) and J.
Robert Oppenheimer (Schultz) were
big men whose characters can't easily
be adapted into a two-hour movie, everT
by Roland Joffe who directed "The
Killing Fields." Too much is touched
upon and not enough is examined.
Groas Anatomy Mat!hew Modine stars
in this comedy about medical school.
Christine Lahti plays his demanding
anatomy professor.

Evening Star

Schedule 6l.biect 10 change
Tootine Mat. Brunswick
729-5_
An 11WIOCM1l lI.n IR)
7.9:15
A Dry Whit. . . . ._ (A)
opens Oct 27

Bowdoin College
Brunswick
It.".n Film Serl••
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall
,aolltll_tl

(1956) M. Menlcelll

Oct 26. 7pm
L. Str.da

(H~54)

F. Fellinl
Nov 2. 7pm

Gencler .nd
G.rman Clnem.
The 'fro. .1e With Loy.
(1984) Hoike Sander

Nov 1. 7pm
Srffih Auditorium. SHls Hall

CLUBS

THURSDAY+

D.T. Selzu,..{rock)Geno's, 13 Brown
St., Portland. 161-2506.
Knot. & Croa_ (rock) Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth St., Portland. n4-1441.
The Bob "unlor ProJ.ct (rock) Old
Port Tavern, 11 MIoulton St., Portland.
77H)444.
Port City AII.tan (r&b) T-Bird's, 126
N. Boyd, Portland n3~0.
Charlie Brown B.nd (r&b) Uttle
Willies, 36 Market St., Portland. 7734500.
C.rol & The Channen (rock) Moose
Alley, 46 Market St., Portland 7745246.
.
Boom Shanka (rock) Spring POint
Cafe, Pickett St., S. Portland. 7674627.

The St.I_, Ghost Walks, Brave New
World (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St.,
Portland. 761-2506.
Brok.n lI.n (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Big Chl.1 & The Contlnent.l. (r&b)
Moose Alley, 46 Market St., Portland.
774-5246.
Kopt.rz (rock) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial St., Portland. 774-3550.
St.vI • • nd the BI.ckout. (rockabilly) Spring Point Cafe, PickettSt., S.
Portland. 767-4627.
F1•• hback (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St., Portland. 774-0444.
kon O.kI.y (jazz) Little Willies, 36
Market St., Portland. 773-4500.
Blocky.rd (rock) Manor Lounge, John
Martin's Manor, Rt. I, S. Portland. 7755642.
P..J & Coua._ (female blues/jazz
trio) Sneakers at Tennis of Maine, 196
U.S. Rt.1, Falmouth . 781-2671.
The Pock.t Band (rock) Flannigan's
Lounge, 144 Main St., Saco.
Net_rk (pop) The Shawmut Inn, Kennebunkport. 967-3931.
The Grind.,.and The Beach Cow·
boy. (rock) The Aqua Lounge, 17
Ocean Ave., Short Sands, York Beach .
363-75 78.

SATURDAY+
The StaIn., Choat W.lke and Lib·
.rty Club (rock) All ages, 12 noon-5
pm, Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St. , Portland. 774-1441 .
Brok.n lI.n (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Corehounda, Th. Brood and Rod.o .... u. (rock) Gena's, 13 Brown
St. , Portland. 761-2506.
Kopterz (rock) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial St., Portland. 774-3550.
Big Chl.f & Th. Contln.nt.l.lr&b)
Moose Alley, 46 Market St., Port and.
774-5246.
The Ulul.to,. (reggae) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth St. , Portland. 774-1441.
FI ••hb.ck (rock) Old Port Tavern , 11
Moulton St., Portland . n4-0444.
Scott Oakl.y (jazz) Little Willies, 36
Market St., Portland. 773-4500 .
St.vle .nd the Blackout. (rockabilly) Spring Point Cafe, Pickett St., S.
Portland. 767-4627.
Blocky.rd (rock) ManQr Lounge, John
Martin's Manor, !=It. I , S. Portland . 7755642.
p..J & Cou•• na (female blues/jazz
trio).sneakers at Tennis of Maine, t 96
U.S RU , Falmouth. 781-2671
Dan Waxman (acoustic) 7-11 pm,
Broad Arrow Tavern, Harraseeket Inn ,
162 Main St., Freeport. 865-9377.
The Pocket B.nd (rock) Flannigan's
Lounge, 144 Main St., Saco.
N.twork (pop) The Shawmut Inn, Kennebunkport. 967-3931 .

SUNDAY+
Mr. Thing & Th. Pro....lon.1
Human Being. {funklr&blTree Cafe,
45 Danforth Si., Portland. 774-1441.
Rick Roy (acoustic) Old Port Tavem ,
11 Moulton St., Portland. 774-{)444.
Uptown "azz Oazz trio) 8 pm, The TOr
of the East Lounge, Sonesta Hote,
157 High St., Portland. 775-5411.

MONDAY+
The 1t.1. (reggae) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441.
The S.ne. (rockl Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton St., Port and. n4-0444 .
Comedy Stop.t the Top (comedy
contest) 8 pm, Top of the East Lounge,
Sonesta Hotel, 157 High St., Portland.
775-5411 .

TUESDAY+
True Non·B.llev.,., Twl.t.d
R_t TheWhlga,Mac.breT.I••
and Shotgun (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown
St. , Portland. 761-2506.
Sound C.rden and L.,. V.ga.
(rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St. ,
Portland. 774-1441.
Vlnc. Eve ... n B.nd (rock) Spring
Point Cale, 175 Pickett St., Portland.
767-4627.
Big Chi.f & Th. Contln.ntal. (r&b)
Moose Alley, 46 Market SI., Portland.
774-5246.
.
The Sen•• (rockl Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St., Port and. 774-0444.
Comedy Night Every Tuesday at Little
Willies, 36 Market St., Portland. 7734500.

WEDNESDAY+
The Scre.ming T ...... (rock) Zootz,
31 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-8187
Th. Coon Cat. (country) Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth St, Portland. 774-1441.
Cornerstone (rock) T-Bird's, 126 N.
Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.

UPCOMING+
Peter To.h B.nd (reggae) Nov 2,
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 7741441.
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Buddy Cuy (blues) Benefit performance for the Southern Maine Blues
Society. Two shows Nov 4 at 7 and 10
pm at Flaoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets are $10, available. at
Raoul's Cumberland ElectrOniCs,
Sound Alternatives, Amadeus Music
and Enterprise Records in Portland,
Midtown Records in Biddeford, and
Record Rendevous in Kennebunk. For
more information, call 773-6886.
G.ry Burton Quart.t Oazz) Nov 5,
6:30 and 8:30 pm at Zootz, 31 Forest
Ave., Portland. n3-8187.

DANCING+
Z_tz 31 Forest, Portland. Thu: house
music and new music; Fri: Post Modem - all ages; Sat: latest dance music;
Sun: request night; Tue: Hip House-all
llges.773-8187.
The Exchang. Club, 33 Exchange,
Portland. Open Wed-Sun, until 3:30
am on Fri-5al. 773-0300.

c:~t~iEi~Y

Open 7 days a week
Lunch and Dinner
J ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

A WATERFRONT RESTAURANT
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COLLEGE NIGHT
18+ 18+ 18+ 18+
_ EVERY THURSDAY

'

Lower Falls landing, Yannouth, Maine 207-846·1226

:: THIS THURSDAY. OCT 26
:
KNOTS & CROSSES

THURSDAY. NOV 9
THURSDAY 10/26

D. T. SEIZURES wI Special Guests

Tlto Puent. & HI. Latin All Stan
(salsa/Caribbean) 8 pm, First Parish
Church 425 Congress, Portland. Tickets are available at the PPAC box
office 774'{)465.
St.t.' St ..... t Tradition.1
Band (New Orleans style jazz) Benefit
for the Church ofGodinChristinAubum
at 8:30 pm at the State StreetChurch,
159 State St., Portland. AdmiSSion IS
$5 per person. Free parking at Mercy
Hospital lot.
River Tre. Art. Folk Club Song
Swap (folk) 7:30 pm, Kennebunkport
Community House, Kennebunkport.
The public is invited to bnng Instruments and songs to share. Usteners
are also welcome. Donation $2. For
more information, call 985-4343.
S.lIy Rogers .nd CI.udla Schmidt
(folk) 8 pm Olin Arts Center Concert
Hall, Bates 'College, Lewiston . Admission is $71$4 . For reservations, call
786-6135 .

".zz

_,·jj.f.ili,rn-

BIG DOUBLE RECORD RELEASE PARTY
alSD 10th Anniversary ReuniDn for THE STAINS
playing wI GhDst Walks and Brave New World

,,.,,11;,,,.\1,.,8:1

TRIBE and
THE FUNDAMENTALS
FRI/OCTOBER 27

* LOCAL
STARS *
SHOWCASE
SUN/OCTOBER 28 • NOON

5 p.m .• $5.AlLAGES SHOW
10111 Anniversary & Reunion Show

GORE HOUNDS AND THE BROOD
(all· girl garage band) and Rodeo

1JI:S1M\IS
""'IHBI"WILKS ... lDRIY I1tII

9 p.m_ -2 a,m .• $6 f2 for $8)

THE ULULATORS
'The best lOCking v..OOd beat reggae
.
secret arot.nd!·
- Michael Pajak, WMPG

SATURDAY+
Free·For-AIDS (folk and acoustic
music) Maine Musicians AS50ciation
program includes performances by
Greg Burns, David Good, David Jolicoeur, Small ForTune and Tight Fit at 8
pm at the State Street Church, 159
State St. Portland. Concert is being
held in conjunction with the Maine
Health Foundation (0 precede the release of the compilation record
·A.I.D.S.lAmerica is Doing Something.·
The concert is free, but donations will
be accepted.
.
B.t_ Cham ..... Orehe.tra (claSSIcal) Program includes works by Bach,
Haydn, Wagner and Sibelius at 8 pm in
the Olin Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates
College, Lewiston . Fr!'le and ~pen to
the public. For more Informabon, cali
786-6330.

SUNDAY+
USM Wind En••mbl. (classical) Program includes Arthur Bird's ·Serenade
for Wind Instruments,· Jean Francaix's
"Sept Danses • Vaughn Williams' ·Folk
Song Suite· and Shostakovich's ·Folk
Dances." Performance is at 3 pm in
Corthell Concert Hall, USM Gorham .
Admission is $31$1 . For more information, call 780-5555.
No N.me Coif•• Houa. Sundays 58 pm at the Schoolhouse Arts Center,
Rts. 114 and 35, Sebago Lake Villa~e.
Bring you own instrument. AdmiSSion
is $2. For more information, call 6423743.
...thro Tull (rock) 7:30 pm, Cumberland County Civic Center. Tickets are
$16.50 in advance, $17.50 day of the
show. Reserved seats. For morelnformation, call 775-3481.
a.t •• Ch.mb.r Orch•• tra (classical) Program includes works by Bach,
Haydn, Wagner and Sibelius at 2 pm in
the Olin Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates
College Lewiston. Free and open to
the pubiic. For more information, call
786-6330.

MONDAY+
All Hallow'. Eve Concert Portland
Folk Club offers an evening of grisly
ballads, haunting songs and bloodcurdling stories at 7:30 pm althe MunJoy
Hill Observatory, Congress St., Portland. Costumes are welcome but dress
warmly. Admission is $5 for adults, $2
for children. For more Information, call
773-9549.

MORE+

DRIVING MISS DAISY
by Alfred Uhry

ACCIDENTAL DEATH
OF AN ANARCHIST
by Dario Fo Translated by
Richard Nelson

SIZWE BANSI IS DEAD
& THE ISLAND
Two plays by Athol Fugard,
John Kani & Winston Ntshona

MON/OCTOBER 30

THE ITALS

LITTLE EGYPT
by Lynn Siefert

The originals direct from Jamaica

PORTLAND

**srAGE**

Tix $5 advl$6 day of show
9:30 p.m.

COMPANY

TWELFTH NIGHT

Call 774 • 0465

by William Shakespeare

25A Forest Ave. (off Congress)

WED/NOVEMBER 1

Wednesday is
Tree Country Time!

THE COON
CATS

Undoubtedly
Portland's iUlest pizza
and steak sandwiches.

FRIINOV. 3 "

BRUNO'~

$4.50
$3.50
$4.50
$4.50
$4.50

33 INDIA ST.
PORTlAND

773-3530

PARKING. VISA e MASTERCARD e AMEX

SAT/NOV4

From
Chicago

10 Minute Express Lunches
Man, Veal Caccitore
Tues. Pasta Ceci
Wed. Veal Parmigiana
Shrimp Scampi
Baked Stuffed Haddock

PHISH

TINO
~GIJNZALES
~

~

BLUES
BAND

~
Tlno hosts the Blues Jam
Sunday, November 5

45 Danforth 81. • 774·1441

October 26,1989
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C4ISCO &y Wuk/y

When in
portland I
can always
be found at
BOOKS
ETC.
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BOOKS ETC

:--

:~

n.e.w. tilel

new eng1a.ndwholesale tires

••• • •• •••• •• • :-• • •• • • • • • •••••• ! •• ~ .

Call us and ask why.

38 Exchange St. Old Port

Ph. 883-8473

(207) 774-0626

456 Payne Rd., Scarborough, ME

LWlcheon Specials
Every Day!
Warm up with our
homemade soups &
chowders

Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 27-28

SPLIT
50

Fri. & Sat.

Nov. 3-4

HAPPY HOUR

4-6 MON .-FRI

on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550

Oct. 25 Raoul's Dance Party
Oct. 26 The Club, POIIS1OOUth, NH

Oct.'ll Eve. Harmony Hall, Yarmouth
Oct. 28 Eve. Party Marriot
Oct. 29 Halloween Party, Private
Oct. 31 Eastern Slope Inn

Halloween Party, NO.Conway

MORE
CONCERTS

TUESDAY+

-OscarWdae
•

TorvIlI & u..n with The Russian AI~
stars perform ice dancing Nov 3, 7:30
pm at the Cumberland County Civic
Center. Tickets are $17.501$12.50.
Reserved seating. For more information, call 775-3481.
Tim Sampl. Maine humorist performs
a show for the entire family Nov 4, 7:30
pm at the Freeport High School gym,
Holbrook Street, Freeport. TICkets are
$8 in advance. $10 at the door. For
more infonnation. contact Freeport
Community Education at 865-6171.
Prof. . .lonal Acting Cia•• taught
by Rheatha Forster, stage manager of
Portland Stage Company, Saturdays,
1-3:30 pm, Nov 4-Jan 27 at the Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A ForHarpslchordl.t Carl. Zec...r(clasest Ave., Portland. Admission to the
sical) Program includes sonatas by
class is by interview; some performScarlatti at 12:30 pm, Olin Arts Center
ance or classroom experience is necConcert Hall, Bates College, Lewiston.
essary. Tuition is $150. For more inforFree and open to the public.
mation, call 774-1043.

Nov, 2 Raoul's Dance Party
Nov. 3-4 J.R. Flanagan's, Saco
Nov. 9 Raoul's Dance Party
Nov, 10-11 EI Mirndor Rest., Portland
Nov. 16 Raoul's Dance Party
Nov, 17-18 Eagle Mountain House
Jackson, New Hampshire

Every Wednesday Night is Ladies Night at Raoul's with the Red Light Revue Ladies Admitted Free!
Now booking weddingll and corporate parties for fall winter.

a

Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

CALL 883-2802

You
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Let our advertisers know.
Thank them for supporting ...
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WEDNESDAY+
P.ulln. Ollv.ro. and Stu.rt
Dempst.r(new music) Performer and
trombonist, 7:30 pm, Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin
College Brunswick. Tickets are $4.
For mon. information, call 725-3321.

UPCOMING+

DANCE

Charlie Daniel. B.nd and Toy
Caldw.1I (country rock) Nov 2, 7:30
pm, Portland City Hall Auditorium. Tick- T ... Roy.1 Wlnnepeg . .11.t Performance includes George BaUanchets are $17.50/$15.50, available althe
ine's "Concerto Barocca; "SeQuoia"
Record Exchange, TlCketron and Telby Mar\( Godden, and a new ballet by
elron, 1-800-382-8080.
Jacques Lemay, ·Anne ot Green
Paul Cornell (new age) Maine musiGables· Oct 28, 8 pm at Portland City
cian and composer fourth annual Fall
Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $9-$25.
Concert Nov 4, 8 pm at St Luke's CaFor more information. contact the Portthedral, 143 State St., Portland. TICkland Concert Associa6on aI772-8630.
ets are $8, available at the Record Exchange and at the door. Proceeds wit H.lloween HarY"t lloon Contradanc. Haymarket People's Fund
go to the locally-based Project FEED
annual dinner and contradance is Ocl
organization to help it meet increased
28, 5:30 pm-12 am at the South Parish
seasonal demands on it donated-food
Congo Church, State St., Augusta.
service. Audience members are also
Dinner is 5:30-8, a Mainellrown foods
encouraged to bring noo-perishable
buffet. Cost of dinner is $5 for edults,
foods 10 be collected for Project FEED.
$3 for kids. Dance follows with music
For more information, call 772-5434.
and calling by several bands, including
Portl.nd SymplMny Orc....tra·.
March Island Band and North Star
PI.no Competition First-prize winSisters. Admission to the dance is $5.
ner will receive $2,500 and a contract
Reservations for the dinner are refor a perfonnance with the PSO during
quested. For more information. call
the 90-91 season. Contestants in the
Kathy Mcinnis at 773-0682.
competition must be between the ages
20 and 28 as of March 17, 1990 and M.I_ly Danc. Boogi. ...h
Monthly smoke-free and alcohol-free
must submit an ~plication by Jan 22.
dance featuring an eclectic mix ot music
Preliminary auditons will be held on
Nov 3, 9 pm-12 am at the Ram Island
March 17 and finals. which are open to
Studio. Portland Perlorming Arts Centhe public, wHI be held on March 18. For
ter, 25 A Forest Ave., Portland. All ages
moreinfonnation,contactRobertaZimare welcome. Admission is $3. For
merman, director of education for the
more information. call 871-0509.
PSO, 30 Myrtle St Portland, 04101,
773-8191.

ON THE

WALL
OPENING+

u.an Vel.ntga. G.II.ry. 60 HampshireSI.. Portland. Contemporary Prints
Oct 27-Nov 26. Opening reception Oct
27, 5-8 pm. Hours: Thu 5-9 pm, SatSUn t 2-5 pm, and by appointment.
772-2042.
Art Gall.ry.t USM Gom.m "Crayola Dream-Makers: an exhibit of artworks by local children. Opening reception Oct 29, 1 pm featuring guest
speaker Kevin Eastman, co-creator of
"Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles." Hours:
SUn-Thu 12-4 pm. 780-5009.
AREA Gall.ry, Campus Center, USM
Portland. "John Hultberg: Selected
Wor\(s from Four Decades· Oct 30Dec 14. Reception honoring Hultberg
Nov 2, 5-7 pm, followed by a slide
lecture on his wor\( at 7:30 pm, luther
Bonney Auditorium, Portland. Hours:
Mon-Sat 10 am-l0 pm, SUn 12-5 pm.
780-4090.
. .rrIdoH Gal ...... , 26 FreeSt., Portland. New work by Conley Harris Nov
3-30. Opening reception Nov 3, 5-7
pm. Also at the gallery, a selection of
19th and early 20th century art 7725011 .

AROUND TOWN+

Portland M ....um of Art Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours: TueSal. 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday
ewnings, 5-9. Japanese Prints, landscapes, figures and abstract images
(through Nov 12). Master Photographs
and Faces of Photographers (through
Dec 3).775-6148.
Abac ... Gall.ry. 44 Exchange St,
Portland. Fine handcrafts and jewelry,
featuring new work by Jim Winecoff contemporary wood wor\(. boxes and
clocks. Portion of sales will be donated
to. the AIDS Project through Nov 18
With menton of thiS IIsbng. Hours: MonThu 10 am-6 pm. Fri-Satl0 am-9 pm.
SUn 12-5 pm. 772-4880.
All... Scott Book., 89 Exchange SI..
Portland. Recentpain6ngs by focal artisl
Sherry Edmonds through Nov 4. 7742190.
Art Gall.ry.t Sill O-ring St . . .t,
Portland. New work by American impressionist Gerald Merfeld through Oct
28. Hours: Tue-Sat 11 am-5 pm (first
two weeks of the month); thereafter by
charlCe or appointmenl. 772-9605.
Art In t ... Park Temporary public
sculpture created by a student at the
Portland School of Art through Nov 20
in Congress Square Park (Congress
B ... I..... Aft.r Hours Networking
and High streets). Portland.
bSuts,inpeortlassPortland
ndevent sponsored
theG.II..... , 26 FreeSt.. PortChamber ofbyCom
Greater
land. New work by Alan Bray and
merce Oct 26, 5-7 pm at 100 Middle
Theodore Murphy through Oct 31. Also
Cost is $5 for Chamber
at the gallery, a selection of 19th and
members, $8 for non-members. For
early 20th century art. Hours: Mon-Fri
more information, call 772-2811.
10 amoS pm; Sat 12-4 pm. 772-5011.
T ... R ••I I _.....tor Hound Wry - Gom.m FI. . u.pt Open Ho....
look at the British murder mystery
Fun day of safety demonstrations, B.yvlew G.II.ry, 75 Market St,
Portland. Paintings by local artist Tina
exhibits and handS-on displays Oct
through Oct 29 at the Center for the
Ingraham through Oct 28. New waterArts, 804 Washington, Bath_ Perfonn28,10 am-3 pm at the Central Flf'e
colors by R.N_Cohen and mixed media
ancesareFn-Satat8_pm,Sunat3pm.
Station, located in the rear of the
collages by Mary Brosnan through Nov
TICkets are $101$&. I'or more InlonnaGorham Municipal Center, 270 Main
16. 773-3007.
ton, call 442-8455.
St Gorham Formoreinfonnation call
Cafe Always, 47 Middle St, Portland.
Plnnochlo An original adaptation of
839-5581. '
,
Paintings, collages and figura6ve conthe Carlo Collodi's lteilan classIC An Aft.rnoon of GI_ur: Holly·
structions by Meg Lord through Nov
through Nov 5. Performances are Thu
_od Style Show of designs by
14. 774-9399.
at7($7),Fri-Satat8pm($10)~dSUn
Louisa, who has helped to wardrobe
at 2 ($8) at the Theatre Projec.~ 14
many of Hollywood's best known stars, Congr••• Squa.. G.II.ry, 594 Congress St, Portland. New work on canSchoof St, Brunswick. For more Inforwill benefit the Maine Film Commission
vas and wood by Philip Barter through
Oct29 1 pm at the Sheraton Hotel, S.
mation, call 729-8584.
Oct 30. 774-3369.
c - d l . n 8obOoldw.I~hperfonns
Portland. TICkets for the show are $35
Oct 26, 8 pm at Portland CitY Hall Auper person and are available at Akari, Ev. . . Gallery 7 Pleasant St., Portland. Photographs by W. EageneSmith,
ditorium. TlCketa are avaaable al TICkFore 51 Portland 772-9060 or by
Robert Frank and Tonee Harbert
elron outlets or by caI~ng Teletron allcalling Voisine Designs at 874-0542.
through Nov 15. Hours: Tue-Set 10
800-382·8080.
C~ ... HIIllow_n Crul. . for
am-6 pm, Thu un61 9. 879-0042.
alice In Woncle.... nd South Portland
teens aboard The LongfellOW sponHigh Schoof Drama Club presenta the
sorad by Portland Recreation Ocl 29, Gallery 127, 127 Middle St, Portland.
Selected works on canvas and by John
play Oct 26-27 Nov 1-3 at7 pm, Oct 28
7:30-10 pm. OJ spins tunes and cosHultberg from the '60s through the prestumes are optional. TICkets are $6.50
and Nov 4 at 2 pm at Oyer Elementary
ent. and sculpture in granite and !"arble
School, Alfred St, S. Portland. TICkets
and can be purchased by Oct 27 at the
by N.H. artist Gary llawn Smith Oct
are $4 for adults, $2 for children. For
Portland Rae oHice, Room 312, Port31-Nov 30. Hours: Tue-Fri 12-5 pm,
more infonna!JOn, caU Ray Dionne at
land City Hall. For more information,
Sat 12-4 pm. 773-3317.
767-3266 dunng school hours.
.
call 874-8793.
Dark T.I.. leland Faul~ner's light G . . .t Pumpkin
to benefil the G . . .nhut G.II..... , 146 Middle SI..
Portland. Original dr~ngs collages
Maine Lung Association Oct 31, 8 :30
The'!tre presents an eWOIng of mime,
and prints by BrunSWick artist Peyton
magiC, dance, scary stones and more
pm at the Sonesta Hotel Ballroom. 157
Higglson through Nov 3. Hours: MonOct 31,8 pm al the Celebration Bam
HighSt., Portland. Music by High Ryder
Sat 10:30 am-5:30 pm. 772-2693.
Theater, located just cdf Rt 117 North
Golden Oldies. $ tOO cash for best
on Stockfarm Road In South Pans.
costume and lots of other p.rizes. Tick- Joan Whlt...y Payson Gall.ry of
Art. Westbrook College. 716 Stevens
ets are $tO in advance (available at the
Tickets are $5, available at the door.
Ave., Portland. Mixed m~ works by
For more information. call 743-8452.
Sonesta Hotel Lobby Bar, 12 noon -10
Judith Nelson through Oct 29. ·LauJ_ Egg Peter Nichols play ~bout a
pm) and $15 allhe door.
rence Gartel: Nuvo Japonica: an exyoung couple and their handicapped Nosf... tu German expressionism at
hibit 01 wor\(s that combine drawing.
chdd presented by Portland Stage Comits best in this vampire tale from 1922,
computer imaging, and photographs
panX Nov 2-19 at the Portland PershowingOct31.8pmalCityTheaterin
Nov 4-Dec 17. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-4
fonnlng Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave .,
Biddeford. Admission is $5 and $4 for
pm (Thu until 9). Sat-Sun 1-5 pm. 797people in costume . For more informaPortland. Preview performances Oct
9546.
tion, call 282-0849.
31-Nov 1 at 7:30 pm. Ticke~ are $7$21, available al the box offICe or by T ... FOil CI ••• of the Woodfords Con- 11.1... Pott. . . lI.rket, 376 Fore
st. Portland. Robyn Langhoust: Stonephone at 774-0465.
greganonal Church is holding a rumware emphasizing simpficity in design
PI.ces!Musicalcomedyaboutastrugmage sale Oct 31,9-11 am at the
through bet 26. Hours: Daily 10 am-6
church, 202 Woodfords St., Portland.
gling community theater Nov 2-19 at
pm. 774-1633.
the Schoolhouse Arts Center al SeFor more information, call 797-6076.
bago Lake. Performances are Thu-Sa! Holiday Idea. Fair Freeport Corn- N.ncy lI.rgoll. Gallery, 367 Fore
SI., Portland. Textiles to Wear by
at 8 pm, SUn at 2 pm. TICkets are.$10
munity Education's 13th annual fair is
Cynthia Boyer through Nov 19. 775for adulls. $6 for children and senIOrs.
an opportunity for craftspeople, church
3822.
groups and dubs to sell their crafts:
For more infonnation, call 642-3743.
~ror of the Moon Bribsh playmittens hats dons, weavings ele. Fair Panac"', 165 Commercial St, Portland. Portrails and Partial Portraits:
wnght Aphra Behn's restoration farce
is being held Nov 4, 9 am-2 pm at
Photographs by Arthur Fink through
perfonnedNov3-4,10-llat8pm,Nov
Freeport Hillh School, Holbrook St.,
Dec 2. Hours: Tue and Sat 9 ern-5 pm,
5 and 12 al 2 pm a~ Shaeffer Th4?ate!,
Freeport Uw music. Refreshments
Wed-Fri 9 arn-8 pm. For more informaBates College, L8Wlslon. !dmISSIOIlIS
will be sold. For more information, call
tion, call 774-3485.
$41$2. For more Information, cal 786FCE at 865-6171 .
61&1.

ON

SlAGE

GALA

Portl.nd Public Library, Monument
Square, Portland. ·Non-Silwr Photography: Contemporary Examples of
Historic Printmaking. Processes.· an
exhibit of works by six artists through
Oct 31 . ·CelebratlOn; a collection of
landscape oil paintings and reliefs by
Priscilla Cross Nov 2-Dec 5. Hours:
Mon, Wed and Fri 9 am-6 pm, Tue and
Thu 12-9 pm and Sat 9 am-5 pm . 871t700.
Portland School 01 Art, Baxter Gallery, 6t9 Congress SI., Portland. "Artists Books/Book Arts· through Nov 17.
Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm (Thu until
7 pm). Sun 11 -4 pm . 775-5152. The
Photo Gallery, 619 Congress St. , Portland. Photographs by Sharon Rupp
through Nov 17. Hours: Mon-Thu 8
am-9 :30 pm. Fri 8 am-5 pm, Sun 1 t
am-4 pm. 775-3052.
Stein Gallery Contemporary
Glass, 20 Milk SI.. Portland. New and
experimental works by gallery artists
through Nov 25. 772-9072.
USM AREA Gall.ry. Portland Campus Center. ·Southern Exposure:
exhibit of textiles, wood carvings. ceramic vessels and figures from Guatemala, Ecuador, Mexico. Brazil and other
La6n American countries through Oct
27. Hours: Mon-Satl0am-1O pm, Sun
12-5 pm. 780-4090.

B.t.. ColI.ge M ....um 01 Art,
Olin Arts Center, Lewiston. "Prints from
Vinalhaven Press: The Firsl Five
Years: an exhibition of 50 wor\(s of
internationally known artists produced
between 1984 and 1989 at this master
print shop located on Maine's Vinalhaven Island through Nov 26. Hours:
Tue-Sat 10am-4 pm, Sun 1-5 pm. 7866158.
Bowdoin CoII.ge M ........ of Art,
Brunswick. Images of Women in 17th
Century Prints and Dr~ngs (through
Nov 15)~,
Sa Can You See: American Pho
s.1839-1939(through
Dec 10);
mance with Realism:
The Art of Jean-Baptiste Carpeaux
(through Dec 10). Hours: Tue-Sat 10
am-8pm, SUn 2-5 pm. 725-3275.
Element. Gallery, 56MaineSI., Brunswick. Ceramic sculptures by Sharon
Townshend and tapestry rugs by Morris David Dorenfeld are on exhibit
through Nov 3. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am6 pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 729-1108.
Maine Audubon Socl.ty, 118 U.S.
Rt. 1, Falmouth. Natural history drawings and paintings by Barry W. Van
Dusen through Oct 29. Hours: MonSat 9 am-5 pm. Sun 12-5 pm. 7812330.
O'Farrell Gall.ry. 46 Maine SI., Brun·swick. New paintings by Ruthanne
Harrison through Oct 28. 729-8228.
Sawy.rSt. . .t Gallery, 131 Sawyer
SI., S. Portland. Changing exhibits of
works in clay of Marian Baker, Nancy
Caroll, Lynn Duryea, Abby Huntoon
and Nancy Nevergole through Dec 3 t .
Hours: Sat 12-5 pm and by appointment. 767-7113.
Thomas "Memorial Library 6 Scott
Dyer Rd .• Cape Elizabeth. Ta'pestries
and paintings by Rebecca Goodale
Oct 23-Dec 2. 799-1720.

a

OFF THE

WALL

R.al Llf• • nd Stili Llf. Photographer Marie Cosindas discusses her
work, which she ins1ills with a painterly
quality by utilizing varying cOlor filters.
temperatures. and development 6me,
Oct 26, 7:30 pm at the Portland Museum of Art, Congress Square. Free
and open 10 the public. For more information, call 775-6t48.
M.ry C •••• tt: Th. Color Print.
Payson Galley has organized a trip to
the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston Oct
26, 8:30 am. Cost is $33 for members
of the Payson Gallery, $40 for nonmembers. Deadline for reservations is
Oct 20. For more information, call 7979546.
Lesbian Artists Painter Lori Austill
will moderate a panel discussion on
lesbian artists Oct 27, 7:30 pm at the
Maine Writers Center, 190 Mason SI..
Portland. Sponsored by the Union 01
Maine Visual Artists. the program IS
free and open to the public.
Bookbinding Workshop on the fundamentals and historyol bookbinding Oct
28, 10 am-4 pm and Oct 29. 12-5 pm at
the Maine Writers Center. t9D Mason
St., Portland Cost is $65 tor Maine
Writers and Publishers Alliance members, $75 for non-members. For more
information. call 729-6333.
Artist. for the Homeless Members
of the group will gather in front of the
Portland museum of Art to stage a
second consciousness-raising event
designed to focus on three ques60ns
on the Nov 7 ballot: community housing for the mentally ill, aHordable housIng bond issue and a cons6tutional
amendment that would allow the Maine
State Housing Authority to co-sign mortgage loans for moderate and low income ci6zens. For more information,
contact Peter Herley at 775-0712.
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OUT OF TOWN+

a.rrielo"

a.1I

T ... E •••nc. of M.I... Senior citiZ9flS (60 and older) are invited to submit their wor\(s of art for a juried exhibit
to be held at the Danforth Street Gallery, USM and the Brick Store Museum
in Kennebunkport. Categories include
oil. acrylic. watercolor, pastel, drawing,
prints, mixed media, photography and
three-dimensional work. Works must
be delivered by Nov. 1. For informa60n, send a self-addressed stamped
envelope to: Helen Rivas, "Essence of
Maine: Danforth Street Gallery, 34
Danforth SI., Portland, 04101.
Annoreel and Amorous: A Florentine Apollo and Daphne Sheila
Rideout. museum docent, speaks Nov
1, 1 pm and Nov 5. 3 pm in the Walker
Art Building, Bowdoin College Museum
of Art. Brunswick. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 7253275.
Proc.ss and Perception Photographer Jerry Uelsmann discusses his
work which is dis6nguished by the
surreal qualities he achieves through
multiple printings Nov 2, 7:30 pm at the
Portland Museum of Art, Congress
Square. Free and open to the public .
For more information, call 775-6148.

..

".Yo~c'I;".t ~.t

Wear the MusiC ••• for less!!!

~.t

(207) 846-4711
YARMOUTH MARKET PLACE

OPEN 10-10
EVERY DAY!

24 U.S. Route 1 Yarmouth ME 04096

SENSE

Envlronment.1 Rollcy from Sci.ntlflc Inquiry Jim Bernard, director of the Natural Resource Division of
the Maine State Planning office, speaks
Oct 26. 7 pm in 113 Cam~ie Science
Hall, Bates College, lewiston. Free
and open to the public.
Wit..... to the FI ..: On C . . .tlvlty
.nd Addiction Jungian analyst Unda
Leonard speaks Oct 27. 7:30 pm in
Pickard Theatre, Bowdoin College.
Brunswick. Free and open to the pubtic. leonard offers a wor\(shop Oct 28.
10 am-9 pm in Daggel\ Lounge, Wentworth Hall. Workshop is by registration only, 729-0300.
Ral.lng 1I0ney lor Non-Profit.
MaineShare presents a workshop with
national fundraiser Kim Klein Oct 28,
9 :30 am-4 :40 pm in Augusta. Klein is
developing the Funding Exchange, a
national umbrella organization 01 14
community foundations all committed
to supporllng groups working for social
jus6ce. For more Information. contact
MaineShare ar 589-4339 .
USM Op.n Hous. Academic advisors, athletic coaches, financial aid
officers. career development and
admission counselors and USM students will answer questions on education at USM. For more information. call
the Admissions Office at 780-4970.
Maine G . . .n. are holding a statewicie
meeting Oct 28, t -5pm in 215 Lovejoy
Building Colby College ~ Waterville.
The agenda will include local group
reports, report from Green inter-regional meeting in Washington. D.C.,
update and discussion of recent events
in N.E .• Spaka conference update.
report on greens in Poland. Earth Day
1990. F\lt more informa60n, call the
Casco Bay Greens at 772-5581.
Drum M.klng Workshop to create a
personal hoop-type Shamam's drum
Oct 29, 9 am-5 pm at the Center for
Native Art, Rt 1. Woolwich . For more
infonnation, call 442-8399.
Ghost• • nd Leg.nds loren Coleman, author of "Curious Encounters,
Mysterious America" and the forthcoming "Tom Slick and the Search for The
Yeti· will read with Thomas Verde,
author of the newly published ·Maine
Ghosts and Legends· Oct 29, 4 pm at
Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 55 Congress
~i rs~~3~:O. For more infonnaton,
China Aft.r B.IJlng Spring David
M. lamplon, president of the National
Committee for U.S.-China Relations,
will address the future of China Oct 30,
7:30 pm at the USM Campus Center
Rooms A,C. Lecture is given as part of
the World Affairs Council series ·The
Changing Face 01 Communism."
Admission is $5 for the public. $3 for
WAC members. $t for students. For
more information. call 780-4551 .
Computers. Ethic. and Educa·
tion Computer Professionals for $0cial Responsibility meets Oct 30. 5:30
pm in Room 340 PRVTC, 196 Allen
Ave., Portland. CPSR is a nalional
organization 01 computer professionals who share their concerns about the
socially responsible. use of computers.
For more information. call Kent Gordon
at 797-3324.
The Human Side 01 the Tropical
Rain Forest In South America
John Chasteen and Regina Hamson ,
two faculty members at Bates. speak
Oct 30,7:30 pm in Chase Hall Lounge.
BatesColiege, Lewiston . Free and open
to the public. For more information, call
786-6330.
How School. Can Be.t Meel the
Needs of Young Children Entering Kind.rg.rt.n Talk sponsored
by the Southern Maine Association for
the Education of Young People Oct 30,
7:30-9 pm at Ludke Auditorium,
Westbrook College. 716 Stevens Ave .•
Portland. Cost is $2 for S.M.A.E.Y.P.
members. $3 for non-members. For
more information, call Sue Reed or
Cindy Czagkowski at 797-9366.

MORE+

1990'S ARE HERE!

10-150/0 OFF

EVERY 1989
~ BICYCLE IN STOCK
-- •
tifI!Jn JllI ~ TREK"
5PEfIAlJZED
~fJ

• WINTER CLOTHING
• INDOOR TRAINERS
• SKATE SHARPENING
• SERVICE

LONGFELLOW SQUARE e 774·2933 e Me • VISA

ANNE WILSON

SCHAEF,PH.D.

1bunday Evening Lecture:

"living In Process"
7 :30 - 9:30 P.M. • November 2,1989
First Parish Church • 425 Congress Slreet • Portland
$10.00 General Admission
loin us as Dr.. Schaef explores how the addictive process works in our
penonallive. and in our .ociety .. a wbole and the possibility Qf
recovery that i. available to u. all.
TIckets: For tickets send check ormooey order made payable to
Women to Womm, 1 Pleasant Street, Yannouth, ME 04096.
$10.00
ticket; deadline for tickets mail: 0cL 25.

--CARGO BAY

SURPLUS MIUTARY CLOTHING

~,

....
MERCHANDISE FROM

ALL FOUR STORES

20 - 60% OFF
SUNDAY, OCT. 29. 11AM TO 3PM
at

the

portland

store

only

Stereos • 1Vs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
ISS Front Street, Bath. 18S Water Street, Augusta

"We buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

G'OODIE

BAG
$15.95

Heavv Hopsack
Canvas in
six colors

.:. Halloween Originals .:.
French PiralB Shirts· USAF Fliphtsuits •
Japall8S8 Baseball Shirts· Flight Crew
Helmets • USN Flat Top Hats • Navy
Middies (over-dyed colors) • Ike Jackets
• Spy Coats • Motorcycle Jackels •
Batman Caps· Walters' Jackets (colors)
• Swiss Pea Coats • Silk P,J.'s • Bush
Jackets· Cargo Pocket Pants· & more!

-

~

1•

Oc'" 26, 1989

CIISCO &y Wukly

0' Maine:
......
CoI,.,_
Heri"ge

The Gulf
Out

T.Jl£

P.IWPIOfL P'E9{fj'l1191
432 FORE STREET
773-6499

146 Ocean St., South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE

Used & Out-or-Print Books
We buy books, too.

Enjoy summer all
winter long with Exotic
Frozen Drinks
-attheTropical PenguinJ
Happy Hour 5-7pm

Stop in for a few minutes, or
browse for hours. Enjoy!

living Tapestries:
Offer expires. I 1/ 15/89

InLroduclng

Rachel Tanguay
+ aesthetician + RN +
+ makeup artist +

Elder Images and Style

(1/2

hr.)

City Arts:
Update on Area Art Events (1/2 hr.)
Sebago Magazine:
Author - Karen Lemke (1/2 hr.)
USM Close Ups:
John Deegan (1/2 hr.)
Greater Portland '89 - Part IV:
Municipal Spending (1/2 hr.)
Power &Steele on Theatre:
Reviews of Area Performances

(1/2

32A MARKET 5T. • OLD PORT

hr.)

Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm , in
order listed & repeat Sat., Sun., &
Mon. 1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. gam-noon.

ACROSS FROM THE PORTLAND R£GENCY

FOR APPT. CALL 775-5485

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP!

Cable Channel 16 in Portland, So.
Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Scarborough
& Falmouth . Channel varies in Gorham .

SWEATERS!
Embroidered • Hand Knit

52 Exchange Street, Portland

Mon. - Sat. 10-6
Sun. 12-5

MORE
SENSE
.lung S.minar Open discussion of
Linda Leonard's lecture and book
' Witness to the Fire: On Creativity and
Addiction- Oct 31 , 4 pm in the Faculty
Room, Massachusetts Hall, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Free and open to
the public.
The Narrowing of Women's Right
to Abortion Ellie Smeal, founder and
president of The Fund for the Feminist
Majority and past president of NOW,
speaks Nov 1, 8 pm in Bates College
Chapel, Lewiston. Free and open to
the public.
Sel.ctlng and Buying a Personal
Comput.r is the topic of the Maine
DOS Users Group Nov I , 7 pm in
S.M.V.T.I.'s Machme Tool Auditorium
in South Portland. The meeting is free
and open to the public. For more information, call Jim at 775-7276.
Global Cllmat. Change: A P .....
.,..cllv. from Northem R.gion.
Michael Reteele, assistant professor
of geology at Bates, speaks Nov I,
7:30 pm In Lecture Hall 104, Olin Ans
Center, Bates College, Lewiston. Free
and open to the public. For more information, call 786~.
Anne Tyl.r and Margaret Atwood
Two-part discussion series on these
two popular writers led by Charlotte
Renner, assistant professor of English
at Westbrook College at Thomas Memorial Library, 6 Scott Dyer Rd., Cape
Elizabeth. Anne Tyler's 'Breathing Lessons' Nov 2, 7 pm. Margaret AlWood's
'The Handmaid's Tale- Nov 9, 7 pm .
For more infonnation, call 799-1720.
Economic. and the Art .. An UnIIk.ly but Important Associ.
tion John Kenneth Galbraith, Paul M.
Wartburg Professor of Economics
Emeritus at Harvard University, speaks
Nov 2, 7:30 pm at Pickard Theater,
Memorial Hall , Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Required tickets are free and
available at the Events Office, Moulton
Union. For more infonnation, call 7253151.
R.llgion and the Arts Two-day event
sponsored by the Maine Council of
Churches Nov 3-4 at Wood fords Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords
St., Portland. The Choral Arts Society
will perform a concert in conjunction
with the event Nov 3 at 8 pm . Registration fee of $15 per person covers the
cost of the entire event. To register,
contact the Maine Conference UCC,
68 Main SIJP.O. Box 966, Yannouth,
ME 04096 (846-5118). TIckets for the
Choral Art concert are available separately to the general public at $10 per
person and are available by calhng
772-1918,
Career Flux and Change: Making
a Mov. and Making It WON
Workshop led by Joyce Wilson Sanford and Neila Smith Nov 4, 10 am-2
pm at the YWCA, 87 Spring St., Portland. Cost is $7.50 per person, which
includes lunch. For program registration andchildcare infonnation, call 874 1130.
Dare to Dream: Economic Alt.....
natlv_ That Work Conference
explores concrete examples and possibilities of ecologically, economically
and socially just economic practices
and policies Nov 4, 9 am-5 pm, at the
University of New England in Biddeford. The keynote speaker will be John
Mohawk, a member of the Seneca
Nation and a professor in the American
Studies program at the University of
Buffalo. Cost of the workshop is $15.
For more information, call 773-2294 or
442-7260.
Children'. Book Writing Workshop
taught by Emily Herman Nov 4, 10:30
am-3 pm at the Maine's Writers Cenler, 19 Mason St., BrunSWIck. Workshop includes trends in children's literature, what story is, what to do when
stuck, how to break into the publishing
world. Cost is $25 for Maine Writers
and Publisher Alliance members, $30
for non-members. For more informalion, call 729-6333.
G.neral Theological Cant.r of
Maine, 159 State St. , Portland , will be
open Saturdays, beginning Nov 4. The
Center's new hours are Mon-Sat 9 am4 pm. The general public is welcome to
use the conection. Individuals who pay
$35 ($20 for students and seniors) may
borrow books. For more infonnation,
call 874-2214.
Tak. Charg.
S.If·Est.em Public seminar offered by the American Institute of Banking Nov 9, 6-8 pm at
SMVTI , S. Portland. Some tOP'CS to be
discussed indude how to confront problem behaviors in others and how to
effectively negotiate mutual solutions.
Seminar fee is $25. Registration deadline is Nov 2. For more information, call
772- 7842 .
Teaching Environmental I.su.s
Rejuvenation workshops for teachers
of grades K-8 includes hands-on science activities and materials, grade
appropriate techniques for issue investigation, critical thinking and problem-solvina approaches, and a certificate of participation. Workshops will be
offered in Ellsworth and Sanford on
Nov 18, and Bryant Pond Dec 2. Cost
for the full-day workshop is $25. For
more information, contact Carey Hotaling at the Maine Aurubon Society at
781-2330.

0'

1~327-9886 or write IlnvilronmmtaJ

Defense Fund,

257 Park Ave. So., NY, NY 10010

Inlng
Three-day
conference to bring together interested
citizens and professionals from governrnen~ marine research and academia. The conference will provide a
forum to develop a framework to address the folloWing areas : monitoring
environmental conditions, improving
marine water quality, protecting marine habitats Dec 10-12 in Portland.
Registration deadline is Nov 1. Fee is
$150, which includes meals. For more
infonnation, call the Maine State Planning Office at 289-3261 .
Southworth Plane"rium Astronomy Shows Fri-Sun al 7 pm: Laser
Shows Fri-Sun at 8:30 pm. Admission
is $3 for adults, $2 for students and
children (no children urider5). Formore
information, call 780-4249.

SPORT

Scuba CI. . . . . The Portland YMCA
will be starting scuba classes Oct 29,6
pm at the YMCA, 70 Forest Ave., Portland. For more infonnation, call Joe
Gallant at 797-6376.
Cutting and Storing L'!f!Ie Game
Alex Delicata, registered Maine guide
and accomplished game chef, gives a
demonstration of how to get the most
Irom game animals Nov 2, 7:30 pm at
the L.L. Bean Casco Street Conference Center, located off Rt. 1, Freeport. Free and open to the public. For
more infonnalion, call 865-4761.
SkIIng In Y.llowstone: B.fore and
Aft.r the Fire Slide lecture on crosscountry skiing in Yellowstone Park Nov
3, 7:30 pm at the L.L. Bean Casco
Street Conference Center, located off
Rt. 1, Freeport. Free and open to the
public. For more information , call 8654761 .
Thanksgiving Volleyball Tournament will be hosted by USM's Weline
on Nov 11. Teams will compete in
either the intermediate or advanced
division. Registration deadline is Nov
3. For more infonnation, call 780-4170.
Transamerica Bicycle Treks are
scheduled for June and July of 1990.
The second annual Pacific Cast Trek
will be held in Sep and Oct. For more Information on the treks , write the American Lung Association of Maine, 128
Sewall St., Augusta, 04330 or call 1800-462-LUNG for more infonnation.

OUT

SIDE

Ca.co Bay Blcycl. Club Upcoming
rides : Nov 5, 9:30 am (35 miles), meel
at Northgale Sh~ping Center (Marie
Bailey, 797-3439); Nov 12, 9:30 am
(35 miles) Two Trails Restaurant, Standish (Uncofn Tumer, 642-4814); Nov
18, 10 am (35 miles), meet at Back
Co"" Shop 'n Save (Mike Morrison,
775-6761).
Second Annual Hallow_n Ride
with the Casco Bay Bicyde Club Oct
28, 3:30 pm . The 100mile ride leaves
from the Maine Mad Centerparking lot.
For more infonnation, call 799-1 De5.
Hature Legend. Story1e1ling tour
based on the legends told by Maine's
Wabanaki Indians Oct 29, 2 pm at
Wolfe Neck Woods State Park, Freeport. All programs are free and begin at
the benches beside the second parking lot. For more information, call 8654465 or 289-3821 .
Maine Outdoor Adv.nture Club
Upooming trips : Oct 29, East and West
Royce Mtns., moderate IevelS-10miler,
meet at Back Cove Shop 'n Save at 8
am, 772-9831 ; Nov 12, Franoonia Brook
Trail , easy level 10 miler, meet at
Gorham Shop 'n Saveat8 :30am , 76t 2057: Nov 19, Camden Hills, easy level
hike, meet at Back Cove Shop 'n Save
at 8 :30 am, 773-1779.
Hayrides to the Great Pumpkin
Patch at the Good Earth Farm, Pleasant Hill Rd., Freeport. Take a haynde,
pick a pumpkin , have an apple and a
cup of cider and visit with farm animals
through Oct 31 . Cost is $2.50 per person. Hours are Mon-Fri 2-5 pm, SatSun 9 am-5 pm . For more information,
call 865-9544 .
Main. Outdoor Adventure Club
will hold its monthly meeting Nov t, 7
pmatthe People's BUilding, 155 Bracken St., Ponland. Program will feature a
slide show on 'Hiking the Pacific Crest
Trail in Califomia.' Future outdoor trips
will be planned. The public is welcome.
For more information, call 774-1118.
Outdoor Trip Hotline Latest bicyding, hiking, camping, canoeing and
other trips sponsored by the Casoo
Bay Bicycle Club and the Maine Outdoor Adventure Club. Call 774-1118.
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We have a few
tables for two ...
or take it on the fly at

FOR

KIDS

Halloween Windsock Making
Workshops for kids Oct 2S-27, t pm at
the Children's Resource Center, Thompson's Point, Portland. Cost is $1
per child. To register, call 773-3045.
Halloween Party for kids of all ages.
Come in costume Oct 28, 2 pm at the
Portland Public Library, Monument
Square. Free and open to the public.
For more infonnation, call 871-1700.
Starbird Puppet Th.atre Two perfonnances Oct28, 1 and 3 pm at Luther
Bonney Auditorium , USM Portland.
Admission is $1 for children, $3 for
adults . Anyone dressed in costume is
admitted half price. For more information, call 780-4812.
M.dlcine Bags Workshop for children ages seven to nine to awaken
child's awareness 01 beauty and energy Oct 28, 1-4 pm at the Center for
Nabve Art. Rt. 1, Woolwich. Fee is $20.
For more infonnation, call 442-8399 .
Hallow_n Haunted Hous. Party
for children eight and younger Oct 30,
8 :30-8 pm at the Portland YMCA, 70
Forest Ave., Portland. Free for YMCA
members and childcare participants ;
$1 for general public ; $2 per family . For
more information, call 874-1111.
Cumb.rland County Pageant for
kids, infants to 16 years olds. Register
by Nov 3. For more infonnation, call
854-2863 or 627-4215.
Choulhous. Schoolhouse Arts Center in Sebago Lake will be oonverted
into a nine-room haunted house Oct
27-29, 6:30-9:30 pm . Admission is $2
per person (maximum $10 per family) .
Children under 12 must be accompanied by an adult The Schoolhouse
Arts Center, R1s. 114 and 35, Sebago
Lake Village. For more infonnation ,
call 642-3743.
Haunted Hous. sponsored by Phi Mu
Delta to benefit the Kidney Foundation
Oct 31 , 5-8 pm at 124 School St.,
Gorham. For children ages 3-12. Cost
is $1 . For more information, call 8393793.
Children's Mus.um, 746 Stevens
Ave., Portland. Paper Making Exhibit
includes paper displays, instructional
classes on paper making and paper
making facilities : Energy Exhibit offers
hands-on learning using computer
software, puzzles, demonstration and
more to look at energy use in Maine.
For more infonnation, call 797-KITE.
Stories for Kids Portland Public library (871-1700): Mon , Wed and Fri ,
10:30 am: Riverton Branch Library
(797-2915): Fri, 10:30 am : Pe"ks Isrand Branch (766-55AO) : Wed, 10:15
am; South Portland Pubhc Library (7992204): Fn, 10:15 and 11 :15 am (3-5
year olds) ; Scarborough Public Ubrary
(883-4723) : Wed, 10:30 am and t pm
(3-5 year olds) and Tue, 6:30 pm (4-5
year oIds); Prince Memorial Library,
Cumberland (829-3180): Wed, 10:30
am (2-3 year aids); Thu, 10:30 am (35 year oIds).
Flicks for Kid. Portland Public Ubrary (871 -1700): Sat, 10:30 am and
Tue at 3:30 pm. Riverton Branch (7972915): Thu-Fri, 3:30 pm; Peaks Island
Branch (766-5540) : Tue, 3:15 pm ;
South Portland Public Ubral)' (7992204): Fri, 3:30-4:30 pm.

OFF THE
CLOCK

Rape Crisis C.nt.r needs volunteers to work on its hotline. A Iree
training on crisis intervention skills and
sexual assault awareness is provided
for interested women and men. For
more information , call 774-36130rwrite
Rape Crisis Center, P.O. Box 1371,
Portland, 04104.
Foreign Languages? Refugees from
the Soviet Union, Ethiopia and Vietnamese Amerasians are arriving in
Maine. If you speak Russian, Amharic.
TIgray or Vietnamese and can volunteer some tIme as an Interpreter, please
call Rana O'Connor al the Refugee
Resettlement Program at 871 -7437.
Cent.r for Community D.ntal
Health in Portland is looking for a
volunteer to work in their office. Knowledge 01 photocopier and adding machine is a plus, as are telephone skills.
Time commitment is four hours per
week and schedule can be flexible . For
more information, call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
The Barron C.nt.r in Portland is
looking for a volunteer to shop for residents who have no family or friends to
heir them out. For more infonnation,
cal the Center for Voluntary Action at
871-1015.

MORE+

Black Tie,
Dai~ Entrees & Soup Specials
Mil ""lIlliju.m
Specially Wines, and

by Brenda Chandler

much morel

82 Exchange St.
Portland, Maine
772-2773
open 6:30 a.m. - 6:30 p,m,

TAKE OUT OR SIT DOWN

Breakfast
Egg Dishes, Waffles, Bagels, Oatmeal,
Fresh Fruits, CrOissants, Danish

A first time for everyone

First meals
Remember those first attempts at cooking
something, anything? Cooking's a little like sex
that way: the first shy forays, explorations, shading into the larger adventures, Some of us are
seduced into cooking, some are dragged into it
kicking and screaming, and some go more than
halfway to initiate contact.
For many, too, there is something a little illicit
to those first attempts in the kitchen. Cooking's
something that big folks do, not little folks. Kids
are shooed away_ The secrets are preserved.
There are those who play coy with cooking,
They may flirt a bit, but they remain virgin until
circumstances bring their aloofness to an end. It
may be that love (of food) may cause then finally
to succumb to their first cooking, their panic
dissolved by the image of the loved one. Others
may find that cooking is their only way out of an
untenable situation. What are the alternatives?
fast food? slow starvation? poverty? the kindness of strangers?
I have friends who are still shy of cooking,
taking a long time to ease into the few methods
they now use. One couple's repertoire consisted
entirely of nachos, They ateoutorthey ate nachos.
Although the nachos were good, loaded with
chilis and cheese and more, their novelty must
have wom offfast. These friends have broadened
their base a bit since then, but they still aren't
what you would call experimental,
Others go overboard in the other direction.
One fellow planned something like an eightcourse meal for his parents' anniversary, Although a virgin in the kitchen, he went into it
with such gusto that one would never have
known. Out came grapefrnitmousseand salmon
in aspic and rack of lamb and other delicacies.
Tuxedoed he served them and his guests. Simple
enthusiasm and native drive saw him through.
My mother's first attempts deserve a steamy
saga of their own. Not raised to cook, she had
little experience in the kitchen before marriage, A
Southern girl (bred in the North but all the more
fierce for that), she was not supposed to sully
herself with day-to-day chores. It seemed her
mother wanted her lily-pure for marriage.
The wedding date came and with it a sort of
extended honeymoon in Mexico, where my father had agreed to work for a Mexican general
putting together an encyclopedia. They were
even given a furnished fourth-floor walk-up, My
mother's early education took place there.
She was intimidated by the whole set-up. In
Mexico ladies were not supposed to be seen in the
markets; they were supposed to have maids go
for them. There was no ,maid, Mice jumped out
from her cabinets, The stove was some Mexican
contraption involving a grill set into the stove top
with space below it and an air vent below that. It
baffled her. A kindly maid from across the hall
explained that she should take strips of cloth and

make a little pile of them under the grill, and on
the top of the strips of cloth she should sprinkle
candle shavings, and on top of these she should
place one of their finger-sized sticks of coal and
light the whole. She was offered a palm fan to
wave back and forth to keep the fire going while
she cooked,
No gounnet meals here. What they settled for
was "dead ripe" pineapples (often eaten on the
spot from the pyramids piled six feet high at the
streetcomers),and canned soup from the PigglyWiggly down the street, and dinners at the Old
Heidelberg, which served, according to my
mother, German-Mexican food.
They decamped Mexico, encyclopedia unfinished, cooking barely begun, when the
nejgh]Joring governor was assassinated. Their
general, governorofPuebla, decided to get while
the going was good. He wentto Paris. They came
to Vennont, where my mother finally eased into
hamburger and, later, all the joys of cooking,
As for me, I was no shrinking violet in the
kitchen. Persuasion was hardly necessary. I was
bold. If anything, I did the coaxing and didn't
mind a rebuff now and them. And I came to it
young.
I discovered candy first. I made coconut
squares and taffy and lollipops. I remember those
first thrills of testing for doneness, the dropping
of the molten candy into a waiting glass of ice
water: soft ball, hard ball, soft crack, hard crack.
It held an edge of danger. Strands of hard candy
drifted midair, floating like some spider's web
gone diamond.
Then came the cookies, I pushed limits, I grew
arrogant enough to invent recipes, chUrning out
charred unscrapable blackened disks.
Then came the pumpkin pie to which, misreading the recipe, I added a cup of salt.
I achieved my first complete meal at age 12. I
was in the kitchen (where else?) when an Italian
seamstress friend came running in, weeping and
aying in French, "Your mother's knee has exploded!" (there may have been a language problem here,) It seems a camera battery had burst
while Mom was incinerating some trash,It aimed
for her knee like a bullet. When she came back
from the hospital, my offering was food , Taking
directionsfrommymotherover the house phone,
I produced a comforting roast chicken with fresh
tarragon, and peas, and mashed potato. Phone
cooking, I call it.
Whatever that first tentative contact with
cooking, it's the stuff of memories, Some seek to
recreate that early thrill by moving on to new
techniques and other foods, but that freshness
and uncertainty and excitement can never be
won back, But it is fun to try,
Brenda Chandler has just hooked up a 9OO-numbe7' to
give phone rooking lessons for just 50 cents a call.

Lunch

Dinner

Hearty Soups &.. Stews,
Overstuffed Sandwiches,
Salads, Regional &.. Ethnic,
Hot Entrees

Hot Entrees including:
Lasagna, Texas Ribs,
Rosemary Chicken, Pot Pies,
Spanikopita

92 Exchange Street
Portland, Maine 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open 7 Days a week
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You
Read WELL
CascoBav NESS

Available for
weddings, special events,
company and private parties.

Call: 774-4349 or 767·0873
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Fri. & Sal Oct. 27 & 28
MOOSE ALLEY - PORTLAND
Tues. Oct. 31
MOOSE ALLEY - POR1LAND
Sat. Nov. 11
BLUE MOON BALL·
NEWCAS1LE, ME
FI 1.1.
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Let our advertisers know.
hank them for supporting ...
-

Portland's
Powerful Alternative

PORTLAND'S
GORIEST

--

H_lth Screening The Health Promotion PrD9ram of Community Services. Inc. WIll sponsor an adult health
screening for diabetes, anemia, coIorectal cancer and high blood pressure
(donation). nmepermitting, two or more
tests per person are available. The
dates, times and locations are as follows : Nov 14, 10:30 am-12 noon at
Oak Leaf Terrace in Freeport; Nov 15,
9:30-11 :30 am at the Community Building in Windham; Nov 21, 12:30-2:30
pm at the Congregational Church in
Gray; Nov 27, 1-3 pm at the Town Hall
in Scarborough ; Nov 29, 9:30-11:30
am at St. Anne's Church in Gorham .
Adult Flu Clinics ($5) : Nov 8,1 -3 pm at
the Town Hall in Cape Elizabeth ; Nov
13, 10 am-l pm in Town Hall in Casco.
For more inlormation, call 775-7231
ext. 551 .

hOAAOM
Theylried
to erectro·
cutl "meat

cleaver"

Max. It
did" 't work.
Now hI'S
reallY
burned)

~

Eating DI.orders and the Family
Carol CroSb[, a clinician at Westbrook
Hospital, wil help parents and siblings
learn how to cope with a family member who suffers from anorexia, bulimia
orcompulsiveovereating0ct27,12:1():'
1 pm in the Rines Meeting Room,
Portiand Public Library, Monument
Square, Portland. The program is free
and open to the public. Bring your
lunch ; coffee and tea will be provided.
For more information, call 871-1713 or
854-8464.
Moving Into Recov.ry Action therapy workshop for people dealing with
eating disorders and co-dependency
Oct 28, 8:30 am at Pilgrim House,
across from the First Parish Church,
Cleveland St, Brunswick. For more information , call Usa Bussey at 775-'
7927 or Marlene Barter at 443-2899.
Int~..1Self.Awarenee~ Workshop
MeditatIOn workshop facllttated by
Roger Calvery.. author, lecturer and
new age mUSICIan Oct 28, 10 am-5 pm
at the Center.for New Age Studies, Thompsons POln~ Portland. Sponsored
as a free communIty servtce Dy the Sn
Chinmoy Centre. Registration by phone
required: 729-5825.
Her:t>s For Kids <?ne-day seminar on
USIng sample medICInal plants to keep
children healthy Oct 28, 10 am-4 PIll in
Bndgton. Fee IS ~O. For more Information, call Connne Marlin at 6472724.
How To Reduce Those Risk Fac·
tors Program offered as part of Mercy
Hospital'.s Women's Health Series N'~v
1, 7'pm In the MedIcal Staff Memonal
AudItorIum, 144 State St., Portiand. A
discussion of ways to eat and exercise
that can reduce the risk factors that
may lead to heart attack. Free and
open to the public. For more informanon, call 879-3486.
Blood Pres.ure and Cholesterol
Screening offered by the Lifeline
Center at USM Portiand Nov 2, 5-8 pm
and Nov7, 11 am-2 pm atthe Portiand
gym. Screening are. held on a first
come, first serve basIS. Cost IS $6 for
cholesterol screentng, $7 for both. For
more information, call 780-4170.

HELP

Singl. Parent Support Croup The
Portiand Jewish Community Center
sponsors a support group on a monthly
basis throughout the winter. The program is free and open fo the public.
Carol Sue Hayden discusses ·Single
Lifestyles· Oct 29, 7:3O-9 :3O pm at the
Jewish Community Center, 57 Ashmonl
St. , Portiand. For more in formation,
call 772-1959.
Divorce Perspectives PrO!lram for
divorced men and women desIgned to
provide assistance and support in
dealing with the adjustment prooess
and becoming aware of divorce as an
opportunity for growth. New Relationships, Trusting Again, and Rejection
are the topics of the meeting Nov 1
7:30 pm at Woodfords Congregationai
Church, 202 Woodfords St., Por1land.
Donation is $1 .50. For more information, call Ingraham Volunteers Hodine
at 774-HELP.
Money Support Group for The...
plsts led by a holistic CPA explores
limiting attitudes/beliefs, transforming
our relationships with money, and increasing awareness of money issues
of clients. Group will be held first and
third Friday of month, 9-10:30 am. $20
per session . For more information call
797-0466. '
'
Single Parent Support Croup The
Portiand Jewish Community Center
sponsors a support group on a monthly
basis throughout the winter. The program is free and open to the public.
Carol Sue Hayden discusses ·Single
Lifestyles· Oct 29. 7:30·9 :30 pm at the
Jewish Community Center 57 Ashmont
SI. , Portland. People wh~ want free
child care services should sign up Oct
25. For more inlormation, call 7721959.

M.ftOpII .... Support Group starting in Portland for women preparing for
or living through menopause. Call 7748889 for more information.
. .
The Family Crisis Sh.lter holds
weekly women's support groups in
Portland and BrunSWIck, offering mutual support and education for women
who are or have experienced violence
in their relationships. For meeting locations and times, call the FCS at 8741197.
Divorce Support Croup Wednesdays 6:30-8 pm at the Kimball Health
Center, 33 Lincoln St.. Saco. For more
information, call 282-7504.
MADD Weekly Victim Support
Group Survivors , their families and all
whose lives have been changed dramatically at the hands 01 a drunk driver
may share the emotional aftermath of
such a crime with others of the same
experience. The group meets Thursdays, 7 pm at the MADD office , 9
Deering St., Portland. For more information, call 773-MADD.
Resolve Support network for infertile
people sponsors workshops and support groups. For more information , call
774-4357 or 846-4379.
Portland Coalition for the Psy·
chiatricafly Labeled Consumer run
self-help group for persons with mental
illness, holds peer support grou ps every
Tuesday and Wednesday ahernoon
1:30-2: 15. The groups take place at
the Portland Coalition offices at 142
High Street, Suite 501, Portland. For
more information, call Cathie Long at
772-2208.
Dep ....iv. and Manic Depressiva Anonymous Support andinlormation group meets Mondays, 7 pm at
Woodfords Congregational Church,
202 Woodfords St., Portland. For more
information, call 774-HELP.
Young Fathe.. Prog ..m at the
Portland YMCA, 70 Fo~tAve . , offers
a support group for young fathers every
Monday at 6 pm. Educational groups
are held on the second Tuesday 01
each month. For more information, call
Betsy at 874-1111 ext. 221.
T .. nsupport is a non-profit, non-sexual, social and educational peer support group for transsexuals,
crossaessers, their families, friends
and people interested in gender issues. Meetings are held every other
Sunday at 6 pm . For more information,
call 854-3528 or write to Transupport,
P.O. Box 17622, Portland 04101.
The AIDS Project, 22 Monument
Square (fifth floor), Portland, lists many
support groups around Portiand for
PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and
friends of PWAs. For more information,
call 774-0877.
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Rock! Reggae! Blues! Progressive!
Portland's best source for new and used lPs,
cassettes, & CDs
402 Forest Ave.
Portland, ME
(across from
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deadline: noon Monday
roomma es
PROFESSIONAL MIF 25
plus wanted to share large
house in N. Deering .
Amenities include guest
bedroom, run of 7 other
rooms, efficient heat, ample
parking
convenient to
stores. $275 plus, 878-2312.
SEEKING professional MlF
to share spacious 2-bdrm.
condo in N. Deering. Quiet,
wooded, WID . Non-smoker,
no pets. $325 plus. 7976347, leave message.
ROOMMATE
wanted,
Portland, professional MlF to
share
home
with
professional F, non-smoker,
off-street parking, WID , $300
plus 112 utilities. 774-8992
eves .
GWM or BiWM housemate
needed Nov. 1 for 2-bdrm
house. Rented portion has
private porch and entrance,
furnished living room and
kitchen. Parking and utilities
included for $285 plus $142
deposit. Five minutes to
ocean , Quiet neighborhood.
Box 4048 Old Orchard
Beach, 04064.
FEMALE WANTED to
share large 2-br duplex on
Dartmouth St. Non-smoker,
25 plus, $275 plus utilities
and security . Avail. II - I ,
call 773-1426 eves or 7751515 days.
NON·SMOKER to share
large 2-bdrm apt. on Winter
St . Off-street parking ,
laundry, storage, avail. 12- 1.
$240 per month plus half
utilities, call 773-7296, leave
message.
PROFESSIONAL female
looking for female to share
nice 2 bedroom, S . Portland
apartment. Great location!
Rent $312.50 per month heat
included. Call 767-4631.
WOODFORD. 3rd nonsmoking,
professional
roommate needed to share
spacious 1st 11. apt.
Hardwood floors, yard,
parking . $198 plus 1/3
utilities. Call 774-0016.
HOUSEMATES wanted for
large house on Falmouth
Foreside. Private yard with
pool for those hot summer
days . $375 per month
includes heat 7& electric.
Call Jay at 781-2630

GM & SM seek quiet, nonsmoker for spacious 3-plus
bdrm S. Portland home.
Laundry, parking, $325
includes all. 799-0083.
FEMALE ROOMMATE
wanted to share 4-bdrm large
apartment .
Off-street
parking , quiet neighborhood
near Deering High School.
$250 month plus 113 utilities ,
oil heat. Call 772-9858.
WEST END roommate to
share brick townhouse with
professional female. Offstreet parking, 1.5 baths ,
WI D, 3-floors, secure. $400
plus half utilities , furnished
or not, call Ann at 773-9641 .
NON·SMOKING Female
seeks same to share large 2br West end apt. Must be
neat, responsible . $325
includes heat & gas , plus
half utilities . & deposit. 7754800 days or 774-3855
PEACEFUL country setting
10 minutes from Mall, perfect
for horses, snowshoeing ,
and cross-country skiing
needs two roommates to
complete the picture. $300
plus 1/ 3 utilities. Nonsmoking only, 883-3919
HOUSEMATE wanted to
share Woodfordsl Deering
home, WID, woodstove, offstreet parking,
quiet
neighborhood. 2 minute walk
to Raouls . $300 plus half
utilities , male or female nonsmokers. Call Gary at 7732498
HOUSEMATE wanted for
spacious W. Prom mansion .
Lots of privacy in this share
situation .
2
rooms
connected by bath, available
for 1 or 2 people . Nonsmok i ng ,
over
30 ,
concientious person, $320280 utilities included. No
pets or children , please .
ONE OR TWO people
wanted to share office
space .
Convenient
downtown location, perfect
lor holistic therapist or
practitioner. Available II-I,
call
773· 1346, leave
message.
RESPONSIBLE roommate
wanted to share 2-br
townhouse in Scarboro. 1 1/2
bath, wlw, wid hookup,
sundeck, storage, parking ,
quiet. $290 per month & 1/2
utilities . Leave message
883-5870

use coupon below

home services
learning
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lost & found
musical Instruments
notices
peraon to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
Wheels
yard sale
real estate. for sale
real estate. for rent

or call Mark Kelleher at 775-6601
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N. DEERING 1 or 2
professionals wanted to
share 4-5 br home with one
other. MIF non-smoker. 2 full
baths, WID, 2-car garage, on
busline. $350 per month.
797-7412
MATURE responsible nonsmoking female to share nice
2-br apt. 4 miles from
Gorham campus, avail. 11-1 .
$190 per month plus 1/2
utilities. Karen, 854-1218
ROOMMATES needed for
3-br apt. close to USM, sec.
dep. plus $250/mo. includes
heat and two cats. 773-0320
QUIET, NEAT, nonsmoking professional sought
to share spacious State st.
apt. overlooking ocean .
$200 per month includes
heat, utilities extra. Security
deposit, no pets. 772-8162
GM to share 2-br with same.
Intown, avail. 12-09, or 11 89 . $287.50 per month plus
utilities , call 774-0651 ASAP .
ROOMMATES HERE!
You need them, we've got
them. Portland's established
roommate referral service
has the perfect person to
share your home, or the
perfect home for you to
share! For low fees and
professional service , call
The Roommate Locator, 774-

PEAKS ISLAND winter
rental, 3 bdrm. cottage, view,
woodstove, quiet. $500 .
plus . Year Round rental: 3plus bdrm., oil hea~ close to
school and village. $650.
plus. Ralph Ashmore Realty
772-0992.
PEAKS ISLAND yearround sunny 2-BR cottage,
$475 plus utilities and
security, no smokers, call
766-2959
3-BR HOUSE Long Island,
oil heat, Avail. 11 - 1 to 5-1,
$400 plus utilities, call 508877-8186.
CLASSIC
turn of the
cenlury
house
near
Osteopathic . 6 large
bedrooms, gracious living at
its best. Outstanding
property, $1500 per month
plus utilities . Call Jim
McFarlane, 799-1789, leave
message.

EASTERN PROM area,
very
large
2-bdrm .
apartment. Water-view , yard,
parking. Avail. now, lease,
security, $625 plus oil heat,
772-4334
SOUTH PORTLAND 1-2
bdrm apartments. Safe
neighborhood, convenient
location, wall to wall, laundry,
off-street parking . Sorry, no
pets . $450-495 plus utilities.
799-9265 or 767-3655.
YORK ST. sunny 1-br, gas
heat, large rooms, $450 .
772-1599.
WEST END spacious 2-BR,
available immediately .
dishwasher, WD hookup ,
great harbor views , $635
plus utilities , call 774-5344
for more info or to view.
EFFICIENCY apartment in
Victorian home in quiet area
on river. Great swimm ing,
boating , X-skiing. N. Gorham
25 minutes to Portland .
Wanted : Quiet non-smoker.
Pets considered . $350 per
month. 892-5228
POLAND very nice sunny
remodeled apartments,
looking for good tenants .
$450-550 per month, heat &
parking included. 772-7080.
HUGE refurbished , bright
and clean apt. for rent. 3-br,
eat-in
kitchen , large
livingroom, deck, and some
harbor views. Nice quiet
neighborhood. Free parking
& some yard space may be
available. WID hookup to be
installed. S Por~and , 5 min
from downtown Portland,
$650 plus utilities., 799-9639
WEST END at William Kilby
Block, for lease or lease with
option, avail. 12-1. Leases
include snow removal,
maintenance, sewer & water,
and ample storage. Lessee
pays oil heat and electric. 2story townhouse, 5 br, 2
bath, LR, DR, kitchen,
laundry. Large deck, private
aive, $1100 per month. Also
available 12-1 : Luxery l-br,
fully applianced kitchen, 1.5
bath.
deck,
parking
woodfloors, exposed beams.
nice open floor plans, $650
per month. Call owner at 7740953.
WESTERN PROM 2.5 BR
in magnificent historic bldg,
off-street parking , laundry,
$695 includes all utilities,
avail. 11-1 , 772-7880.

CUM B E R LA ND
A' VE
small mo dern 2- BR pnvate
entry, courtyard, parking,
wall to wall, vey clean ,
recently renovated, ready to
go . 781-4770
NEWLY RENOVATED
ts
d tw bed
one an
0
room ap .
from $400 per month, call the
Portiand Management Co. at
774-0363
N. DEERING one-pius BR,
fi replace , dishwasher ,
parking , free cable , HBO,
great location . $500 plus ,
call 797-8084.
PARK STREET. cozy
funky studio, $515 includes
heat and parking , skyline
and water views, 772-2919

"'lllai'"
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, _ It's
Wonderful Life!
,_
Lakefront, 4 season home for sale only 15 min . from
Portland , 1/2 hr. to S. Port . L/A , Freeport. 2+ bdnns (1480 sq
It total), picture windows {acing lake, w/w ca!JIet, all wood
paneled , patio, sundeck, dock & organic garden. Comes wi all
appliances , canoe, & sm . sail boat. Quiet neighborltood . Clelr
water great for swimming, boating, fishing, x-country skiing .
Excellent hiking nearby.
Priced to sell a $122000 . Call Marc 829-1i513.

'-_""':'===:':':"':===::':"======__....1
PEAKS ISLAND·new,
energy efficient ranch with
large , cathedral-ceiling living
room , on I-acre secluded,
wooded lot. By owner, 7665002 or 1-508-376·5387.
BRAND NEW HOM& built
for you in exclusive Deering
Run . 3-BR ranch with
daylight basement, 24 x 40
plus garage, $99,900 , call
today, Terry Wright, Century
21 -Balfour. 773-8224

Elm; fRIIIII
AFFORDABLE STUDIO
to lease through Mayor
longer.' $135 includes heat.
Space is sunny , 15x22x12,
centrally located in historic
building (not a place to live in
or make loud noise) 7722177, leave message.
ONE OF A KIND space ,
5000 sq . ft. High ceilings,
brick walls, heavy timbers,
available for
functions,
rehearsals , filmings, etc.
Short or long term, 774-3366
1000 SQ FT artist studio
to share with 2 painters.
Merrill St. Studio Bldg, $125
per month plus third utilities.
799-0430

ARTISTS'
STUDIO SPACE
At last a downtown historic
building devoted to artistssculpturs. photographers
and art related people at
affordable rates of $135$275 per month for room s
and suiles (includes heat
water and electricity).
Rooms feature views, tin
ceilings, plaster walls,
hardwood floors and
painters sinks. Security
oriented. Renting fast.
Join other Portland artists
at Th. Artiste Studioe

WANTED: water view or
water front property ,
reasonable price, good area,
prefer seclusion or some
woods. P. Frey, RD 2, Box
68, Randolph, VT. 05060,
802-728-5006 or 516-3232457
MOBILE HOME must sell ,
moving to NY. 1986 14x60
Skyline, 2-br, I-bath, open
house, call 934-7478. 33
Goosefare Dr. OOB, or helpU-SeIl283-1554. $38,900

musIc essons

Guitar, Bass &

Vocal Lessons

865 Forest Ave.
761·8084

Ii .\!fi [$111 ,fil a!!, ,[4 ,IfJl
FENDER GUITARS from
$199, Martin Sigmas $199,
Ovations from $225, used
Marshalls, Les Pauls from
$599, Kramers, BC Richs,
many guitars from under
$100, sound and recording
systems. Trades welcome.
Friendly River Music, 612
Congress S~ B79'()292

VINTAGE
GUITAR
round-up in Dallas, Texas!
World's largest vintage guitar
show. John and Duncan are
going, place your orders
now! Wholesale prices on
vintage
and
used
instruments and amps.
Friendly River Music, 612
Congress St, 879'()292

CIRCULATION
Occasionally we need extra help distributing
our papers . If your schedule has some Wed.
evenings or Thursdays free and you'd like to
work for us once in a while call 883·0155

799·7890
LANDLORDS: Ust your
rentals with CBW. Photle
775-0601 . Ust 3, get 1 free!

CascoBov
VVEEKLY

for display classified (border ad) rates call Mark Kelleher at caw: 775-6601
•••
COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

8

874-0000
18 Monument Square and
Corner of Fore & Exchange

index
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anlkJues
auctIOns
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billboard
biz services
boats
body & soul
business opportuntties
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertalnment for hire
flea markets
gigs
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Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept cash, personal checks,
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD.
Consult the RATES in the coupon to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND rtems are
listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for
all types of classified advertising is Monday
at 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's
edrtion . Ads received after the deadline will
be run starting with the next issue. CBW will
not print ads that seek to bUy or sell sexual
services for money or goods, or ads wrth
purely sexual content. CBW will not print full
names, street addresses or phone numbers
In the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertise", MUST either provide a Post Office Box number In
their ad or use the CBW BOX SERVICE (rate
information In AD FORM). All information
pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON edvertisers is kept strictly confidential. Casco Bay
Weekly reserves the right to categorize,
refuse or edtt eds due to inappropriate content, etc. CBW shall not be liable for errors of
omissions in, or a failure to Insert, anyadver·
tisement for which tt may be responsible,
beyond actuaf space occupied by the ad in
which error, omission or failure to insert oc·
curred. Classified ads are not refundable.
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Classified Department
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Portland, Maine 04102
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bod & soul
METAPHYSICAL Read- ONGOING .JUNGIAN
ings from a spiritual perspec· Dream group now has
tive offer insight and practi· openings for new members.
cal application regarding Meets weekly on Thursday
your current energy field, life evenings . For furthe r
lessons, past lives, personal information please call 772symbols and archtypes . 6031 or 883-4989 or 883Tarot readings also avail· 4979.
able. Call Regina at 729-0241 ONE DAY INTUITION
Workshop with Cynthia
HAVE FUN Have a psychic Guest, Oct. 28, 10 AM to 4
party. Also private readings PM. Learn to trust your inner
and counseling . Past lives, knowing and gut feelings .
workshops, channeling , You will learn specific
teacher, rebirthing . Call techniques to open and
Audrey Boucher 934-1140.
strengthen your intuition .
WANTED; 65 people to lose This will allow you to feel
up to 30 Ibs. in the next 30 more powerful, creative and
make clear
days for under $100. Doctor ab le to
recommended, guaranteed. decisions . Intuition is the
Call Mon-Fri . 10 am-l pm. pathway to the higher selt.
774-8784.
Pre-registration cost, $65 ,
VOLUNTEERS WANTED $75 day of class . 774-1502.
Personal care attendant with LAST CHANCE, Accustrong back and good sense pressure Classes:
Rei ·
of
humor .
Wholistic easing shoulder and neck
environment, live in or out. tension, Thu. Oct. 26 or Nov.
2. Releasing back tension,
773-3275 Ifn
PSYCHODRAMA groups Wed. Nov. 1. Class times are
offered. Rachel Sager, MA, 7 to 9 PM, cost is $20. To
is offering ten weekly register or for more info call
psychodrama
therapy Cynthia at 774·1502.
groups. These groups will RELIEVE STRESS and
especially appeal to people improve posture with Rolf
who are interested in moving body therapy. Give yourself
into action and playing out - a lift with down to earth body
the diHicult scenes from our work . Information and
lives rather than just talking consultation : 774·3175. An
about them . The groups will approach toward the whole
use pschodrama to focus on human body.
issues such as the roles we DEEP TiSSUE massage to
play, our families of origin, fit your needs and lifestyle.
and
our
relationship Certifiedl1icensed therapist.
struggles. There will be two West End office with
groups which will begin Oct. parking. 774·3175.
23. , one in Portland and one PREMENSTRUAL Synin Brunswick. Weekly fees drome : Diagnosis, treatment
range from $15 to $20 . For and educa6on. PMS Center,
further information call 725· 249 Main St., Lewiston, ME,
8705
04240.783·1101, insurance
SELF HYPNOSIS to stop re·imbursable.
smoking, control weight, GROUPS STARTING to
stress , fears , insomnia , discuss 'Breaking Addictive
pain . Enhance creativity, Relationships', 'Dealing With
concentration, etc. Greater Grief', 'Learning to Love
Portland
house · calls Yourself', 'How Nolto Punish
available. For free brochure Yourself Anymore', $20,
call 772·2442. Eliott Cherry, evenings and Saturdays, 10
R.
Hy . ,
Certified weeks, individual help
Hypnotherapist.
available. 883-3919.
RELIEF from stress. pain, WANTED: I need a few
fatigue. nervousness and people who feel they have
chronic illness can be yours punished themselves in the
through this gen~e hands-on past who would like to tell
healing technique. Call their story for a book. Your
Kristen Erico, 2nd degree identity wiU remain unknown.
certified Reiki practitioner. 883·3919.
773.1346.
REBIRTHING is a blissCIRCLE OF HEALING ful. genUe and powerful
for clergy , social workers, technique combining breath,
nurses ,
physicians, awareness and surrender. To
therapists and other learn more or arrange a
professionals who. because session , contact trained
of the demands of their work, Rebirther Evan Malone.
want to learn how to recieve Persons with any experience
care. A one·day seminar, rebirthing, please call me· I
Thu . Nov. 2, 1989, at the am creating a Breathers
Sheraton Tara in South Network for Maine. 774 ·
Portland . Led by Michael 0271.. .. .. Jai!
Dwinell, M.Div. and John THE GODDESS IN YOU
Preston . For info write : a workshop series in which
Dwinell & Hall, 19 Birch women explore their fem inine
Knolls , Cape Elizabeth, spiritual heritage to discover
04107, or call 799-1024 .
ways in which the goddess
IMPERATIVES of the manifests in their lives. Nov.
heart. · Authenticity and 18, 9:30· 1:30 , Brunswick .
Vocation ." A non-residential Call Regina Schaare at 729·
workshop, Oct. 28· 29, call 0241 or Jill Fairchild at 773·
Michael Dwinell , M.Div. 799· 5932 for registration.
1024.
INSIDE OUT! Untraditional
WOMEN: Does being in aerobic workout. Burn the fat
love mean being in pain? out of the muscles through
Learn how to change controlled body alignment
dysfunctional relationship and eHicient aerobic muscle
patterns . Therapy group now movements. Varied impacts.
forming based on 'Women Saturdays, 9 AM , call Diane
Who Love Too Much'. For Demos, 883-0153.
more information. call 871 ·
MYERS BRIGGS
9256.
MOVING INTO Recovery TYPE INDICATOR
A pay long, action therapy
workshop for people dealing
with eating disorders and
Led by
codependancy. The focus
C. WAITE MACLIN
will be on the role of food in
M. DlV.
our in our lives , our
NOV. 4, 1989
relationship struggles, and
our families·of-origin. We will For more Information
call
provide an opportunity for
713·1314 or write:
the playing out of these
P.O. Box 1259
issues in a safe therapy
Portland
setting. Saturday, Oct. 28,
Maine 04104
beginning at 8:30 A. M. at
Pilgrim House, across from ' - - - - - - - - - - - '
First Parish
Church.
TAKE ADVANTAGE!
Cleveland SI. Brunswick. Our classifieds reach well
ME, $60. Call Usa Bussey, over 20,000 active readers
775·7927 or Marlene Barter, every week!
443·2899.

WORKSHOP

~I

erson to erson
UNHAPPY?

LOW

SELF-ESTEEM?
SELF-CRITICAL?
EMPTY? NUMB?
,(]3Sn~ND:I

ASHAMED? AFRAID?
NOW OFFERING GROUP
THERAPY FOR
• ADULT CHILDREN OF
DISFUNCTIONAL FAMILIES·.
CALL NOW FOR YOUR FREE
INITiAl CONSULTATION.
INSURANCE
REIMBURSABLE.
DEBRA BOXEFJ. MS~\ LCSW

COUNSELlN" SERviCES
Of
SCARBOROUGH

Winner receives two free movie tickets
com liments of the Maine Mall Cinema!
SWF 30-The original sweetheart! I'm tired
of dre'a ming and want to meet reality. IfJOU
are a SWM, 23·35. and are honest, kin and
romantic, you have potential. Add dancing ,
fun . and a love of the outdoors. and you have
greater potential. And ~ you have an athletic
build, brains, and hair on your chest, you are
it! When shall we meet? CBW Box 462.

883-9040
a.v

If you h.vepl .... an" in theeuco
Wellcly PW.:JnIl.yDLW
ad iaautoma1lca1ly
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MAYBE SOMEDAY
BOOKSTORE
195 Congress St.
Portland n3-3275

fillWU"i-

LOVING, SECURE, S.
Cal·ifomia couple would like
thier life complete with a child
of their own to love. and take
on trips to Disney Land and
Camp Snoopy. Please call
Lois and Jeff any6me, 818·
996-4688.

1[$ ta iI

"t~ •

POTTERY LESSONS
Wh~1 throwing and hand
building , beginners and
advanced. Weekly classes
include 4 hours instruction,
additional practice time and
materials. Studio space
available , call Usa at Studio
132, 772·4334. References
avail.

child
LOVING MOTHER of 2-yr
old boy would love to take
care of your terrific two in
your home or mine
(convenient West end
location). Non·smoker, CPR
certified, lots of TLC ,
nutritioous meals , stories ,
fun , creative activities and
references offered. Prefer
F/T . Hours and ~alary
n.egotiable. Please call 7735312 eves . or leave
Martha. .. . . . .

GRAPHIC
DESIGN
production team seeks
additional freelancers to call
on . Two years Macintosh
experience using Freehand
and Pagemaker a must .
Send resume and cover
letter to CBW Box SOO.
•
PHOTOGRAPHER seeks
woman models 18· 30 for
photo and video work. $50
per hour, send photo and
phone to BOA Productions,
PO Box 5341 , Portland, ME ,
04101
EARN BIG MONEY i n
your spare time at Raouls
pool tournaments. Mondays
7pm , 9·ball, $5 entry fee.
Wednesdays 7pm, 8·ball, $5
entry fee . Tax· free cash,
only at Raouls, 865 Forest
Ave, 773-6886.
WANTED energetic person
needed to rent apartments.
Experienced preferred, not
required, high commission·
40% of months rent. Call
772·70SO.
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE·
reliable person needed with
strong back and good sense
of humor for home health
care . Great pay. uplifting
environment. Call 773-3275
or 761 ·5887.
EMPLOYERS CBW is your
less expensive recruitment
alternative. Call 775-6801 .

to
meet fema l e for a
supportive and open
friendship and maybe
relationship. My interests
are in the visual arts, live
music, nature, learning and
discussions on thoughts,
feelings . I'm a creative
person, medium build,
health concious, with a
sense of humor. CBW Box
402
GWM H is looking for a
GWM 25·40 who's fun,
ambitious, outgoing type of
guy who especially likes the
ocean and has a terrific
sense of honesty, who
doesn1 mind taking risks to
discover what could turn
into a secure, honest and
happy relationship. Photo
please but not necessary.
CBW Box 407.
WARM, SENSITIVE
independant professional
woman, mid.205, interested
in meeting male with similar
qualities, mid-20s to mid305, for fun , friendship. and
possible relationsh i p .
Please write PO Box 1394,
Scarboro, 04074.
WICKED NICE guy, 49,
MWM. Local business.man,
in town weekdays, nonsmoker, seeks special lady
for friendship, sharing,
romance. Write PO Box
8234, Portland, ME. 04104
FUN·LOVING optimistic,
attractive , profess ional
SWF, early 405 loves
dancing , walks on beach ,
theatre, reading . Would like
to meet SWM 35· 50
interested In developing a
friendship . Please send
note with phone number to
CBWBox 421 .
I WOULD LIKE a fresh ,
cute , untamed, funny ,
unu s ual , captivat i ng ,
spon taneous , under 5"'·
but over 5'2· st.ately lady
with a capacity for broad
social tolerance (I am not
SWM) and a killer smile to
be my bestest friend and
poss ibly , by
mutual
consent, my girlfriend. If
you are from the Portland
area , that would be
awesome. CBW Box 422.
ATTRACTIVE, sophist·
icated ,
in tell i gent ,
professional SWF , 28 ,
interested in meeting
together couple with same
healthy qualities and
characteristics
for
comradery , romance and
variation, Respond with lettet
and photo please . CBW Box
453
MWM ATTRACTIVE,
semi · unfulfilled , seeks
correspondence leading to
brief, meaningful , mutually
satisfying
interludes.
Discretion is a musl. Photo
greatly appreciated. CBW
Box 436
DWF would like to meet a
man who is really interested
in developing a relationship if
we are compatible. A start to
compatability would be the
genuine interest and desire
to share life and its ups and
downs with another. Mid 30s
to late 4Os . CBW Box 456
MWM, 30, 5·" , 170,
educated ,
handsome ,
athletic, friendy. Seeks one
older woman , 40s to 60s,
articulate,
attractive,
healthy, passionate, for
close relationship. CBW Box
457

.JOHN P. I wish you happy
birthday over 20,000 times!
32 is exciting , swell. and
also sensible. From the love
of your life, T.
NOTHING AVERAGE
about this witty , fun~oving.
I
h . B' WF
slight y psyc OIlC
I
.
Looking for the same to
compliment my youthful
exterior. mature interior, and
adorable posterior. I am
interested in art, people, and
changing the way the world
thinks. If you might like to
explore
a
physical
relationship or maybe just
chat for hours, send letter
and phone. Photo req.Jested
b
. d h Ih
ut not require, ea, y
self-esteem essential. CBW
Box 412
ENERGETIC, CARING
SWM, 26, loves outdoor
activities , good food ,
conversation and old
movies. If you are an easy·
going SWF interested in
meeting someone new, drop
me a line. CBW Box 427
30'. SWF new to area,
looking for friendship or
relationship. I'm attractive ,
athletic,
educated ,
humorous. emotionally and
financially secure. Looking
for individual with similar
qualities. Phone and photo
please, CBW Box 418.
IF YOU ARE 35 PLUS
and you'd enjoy meeting new
friends , lets meet as a group
for the day. I am new to the
area, not a dating service.
Lets share good company·to
be included, write CBW Box
437. Ideas welcome!
SWM,
26, en j oys
horseback riding , beach
walks, dining , dancing and
movies. Seeking SWF, 2530 , Portland area , with
same type of 'joie de vivre·.
If you're bright, attractive,
humorous , fun · loving ,
honest and caring, le ts
meet sometime! Sorry, no
smokers, drugs, whiners, or
hang· ups allowed. CBW
Box 411.
SHOW ME YOURS, I'll
show you mine . Hav e
beautiful White Mtn. ski
condo, you have place here
and interest in sharing
res idences and quality
times. I'm 38, DWM, you're
25 · 40s , trim·average
$IOWF. CBW Box 417
STOLEN orange MG and
dog named Fluffy . They
may be in the ocean· he's
not sure where he left them .
Help! Call 1·8QO.Waaaah!
DARING TO BE your
best, you push the limits with
new experiences to grow
positively, me too. Single
guy, 31, animated, athletic,
spontaneous , seeks fun loving funky lady with zest
for life. CBW Box 440
YOUNG
SENIOR
brunette , 5·2, chemically '
free, ISO Ib, pleasanl. Would
a Maine friend 53-63, 5·7 to
6ft taillike to discuss current
events over dinner some
evening? Sincerely. CBW
Box 455.
AFFECTIONATE SWM
22, 5· 7, 135, good·looking,
seeking smaller SWF 18-22
for a serious long·term
relationship. I like dressing
up, eating out, and lots of
friendly gatherings. If you
want to share your life with
someone, we should get
together. Interested? Write
me a notel CBW Box 454

MALE 40 5'9· , ISS, SWM,
successful,
seeks
attractive female 21 -38 for
good times, getaways,
athletic activities and
more ... willing to pursue
infrequent but high quality
interludes. Photo much
appreciated. CBW Box 426
DWM 42 would like to
meet S-DF. Somethings
missing , can you help me
find out what? Photo?
Phone? Lets not be lonely
anymore. CBW Box 425
ARE YOU READY for a
REAL relationship? This
professional DWM 34 is
tired of going home at
nights , reading novels ,
""atching TV and being
lonely. I'm looking for
honesty ,
sincerity ,
companionship .... someone
to share my life with. I'm a
man of contradictions , I
love soft music and
candlelit dinners , yet I love
to dance and can rock'n'roll
all night long with the best of
them, but I don't like bars
AKA meat markets. I love
long walks on a moonlit
beach, picnics, movies, all
kinds of outdoors and
indoors fun. WARNING : I
love children and have a
two year old son that I'm
absolutely devoted to when
I have him. I'm not fat or
ugly (6· 1, 180). Sound
interesting? I'm a hopeless
romantic and I would love to
serenade you with my
Guitar. CBW Box 450
TIRED OF FROGS?
SWM , 6'4· , extremely
handsome 'Prince', MBA,
southern genUeman, warm,
sensitive,
creative,
spontaneous , new to
Maine , seeks attractive
Princess for friendship .
Phone and photo with
descriptive letter, CBW Box
424.
.
ATTRACTIVE SWM 32
professional, 5'· 10·, ISO,
practical and sensible
looking for not so prac6cal
but intelligent SWF 22·32. If
you like mixing days at
home with active outdoor
sports then we have
something in common. All
letters answered, CBW Box
416.
SWM 34, looking lor ~Wl25·35 to take autumn walks ,
visit apple orchards , dine
and dance and enjoy the
season with each other .
Nothing heavy . I enjoy lolk
music , Halloween, th ings
New England , and nice
people. Drop me a line. Box
15025 Portland.
GENUINE GWM 26 , new
to S. Maine area, y6ung
professional ,
honest ,
attractive ,
s i ncere ,
smoke / drug free and
discreet who enjoys physical
fitness, travel. the outdoors ,
music ,
and
good
conversation seeks GWMs
2t -35 with similar interests
for friendships and good
ti mes. Why hesitate, scribble
a note! CBW Box 375
RECENTLY DWF 41
seeks active, healthy male
to help make up for 20 lost
years! I enjoy fall in Maine,
walking , dining out, dancing
and good company. I'm !i·S,
140 Ibs, with a good sense of
humor and lots of energyl
Please write CBW Box 433.
GWM 35 new to Maine
area, professional, honest,
sincere , smoke/drug free .
Ukes music, literature, good
conversa60n, seeks GWMs
25·35 with similar interests
for friendships. CBW Box452
WANTED: professional
man, 35-40, liberal with some
old· fashioned values and
earnest
interest
in
developing friendship and
romance with one attractive,
capable woman, enjoying life
in mid-coastiPortland areas.
Non·smokers only.BW Box
438
WHERE IS THAT warm,
sensitive man, mid 30s to
mid 405, who's comfortable
in jeans or a suit, likes to
wine and dine or hang out
with pizza and beer? If you
are out there, this DWF, mid30s would like to hear frorr
youl CBW Box 439
GWM 31, sincere , honest,
attractive, sharing . Enjoys
the ocean. travel, fun , and
good times. Seeks same for
open friendship. Why not
reply, there's nothing to lose.
CBWBox451

II (tJ:I-E [1M
ERNIE PooK'S Comeek
and Marlys fans , .... Lynda
Barry has created a t·shirt
just for Marlys. Show your
friends where you went this
summer ·visit Marlys' World
and Universe + Galaxy·.
Shirts are 100% cotton with
black ink. In adult SM, MED,
LG and XLG sizes. Send
check or money order for
$12.95 to: Greylag, P.O. Box
99093· CB , Seattle , WA
98199-0093 . Get on our
mailing list too ....
19 FT. SEBAGO Suncraft
inbd/outbd Volvo Penta. 4
cyl , twin carb, solid boat,
needs minor work. $1000 firm
Call 883·1473 between lOam
t08pm
QUEEN SIZE waterbed
w i th
mirrored
head·
board/bookcase. Six draw·
ers in base. Complete with
heater , mattress, padded
frame . $350 or best offer.
846-9583
AIRLINE TICKETS one
roundtrip , Portland to
Colorado Springs, Nov. 21 ·
28. Call eves, 761·0140.
REFRIGERATOR
13
cubic fl. almond Kelvinator, 9
years old, clean and in good
shape except for freezer
door problem, good second
or camp refrigerator. $50,
please call 774·5910 days.
SOLOFLEX
weight
machine . Includes leg· and
fly·machine. The tote I at
home workout. Its been used
but not abused. Asking
$900, leave message at 7992119.
OKIDATA Microline 393
printer, top of the line .
Software , extra fonts , and
ribbons. Cost $1400. tested
but never used , $850. Call
846-3397.
ORIENTAL
RUG
Authentic, new, beautiful
hand·woven Kashmir rug .
Pure wool. 6'x4', similar ones
retail for $1700 , bargain
priced at $8SO. Must sell,
773·7988.
SONY VIDEO camcorder,
8·mm , many extras, perfect
condition, $600 or best offer,
call 725·3310 or 725·9494
eves.
SKIS, Atomic Arc 210 w/m
46 racing $80. Nordica 800s
size II, 1 season new $100.
Lots of poles and bags .
O'Niell fullsuit w/detachable
sleeves 3/2 mm snakeskin
new Aug . 89, $145 . VMI
Blade bass guitar, $95.
Surfboard G&S 6'6· thruster
shredable $300 firm. 761·
0385 leave message.
AKA I AX·73 synth , $500.
Roland TR·505 drummer ,
$100, call 773·6320
MOVING
out of state ,
must sell , 19· color TV $150.
Compact disc stereo system
paid $500 will sell for $250 ,
both in excellent condilion ,
please call 934-0845
MAC SE 20 HD with
Radius FPD, Imagewriter I,
$4000 . Agfa stat camera
with processor, $2100. 774·
4334 days or 774· 1013
ARE YOU bulging with kittens, puppies or rabbits ? Do
you want good future homes
for these new members of
your extended family? Why
not place a classified in
Casco Bay Weekly? $5 gets
you up to 30 words, more
than enough space to find a
good home for the whole lit·
ter, if necessary. Call CBW
Classified HoUine: 775-6601 .

notices
DANFORTH ST. Gallery
needs track lighting. If you
can donate some, please call
775· 6245. Donations are
tax·deductible.

Gay'L........,
Join ~ of1e.bUm melpy
mco ill MaDel, SIIbta111c 10 Our
Paper. FOI' r- aampIc aDd GbKriptioa tn!o-pKk (mailod in.
plain euwlape) 'NriIc to!

Our ....., Ilopt. Z
P.D .1IeD. 10744Por1Jmd. MaiDc 04104

PLACE YOUR NOTICE
on our classified pages and
reach the more than 20.000
people who read Casco Bay
Weekly I Call CBWs Classi·
fied Hotline: 775·6601 and
use your Visa or Mastercardl
Just say · Charge It I· ... Hey,
you're good at thatl

23

biZ services
ARE YOU CONCERNED (i~~g~~~~~
about the taste of your
drinking water? Do you buy
bollled water? Would you like
to have great · tasting,
fiftered. clean. clear water
from your faucet? Water,
just like ~ used to bel Call for
a free trial·ask for Margeret
799-7864

'

SINATRA, CEL TICS,
The Dead, we've catered
them. Now we're available to
cater for youl
Call
Bellybusters Catering and
join the most prestigious list
of clients in New England.
934-0822.
BLOCKED? Can't write that
letter to romance, break-up,
resign , apply, impress?
Stuck on a report, thesis.
propasal? From helping you
organize your thoughts to
writing it for you , Writers
Block offers quality writing
assistance
for
your
personal , professional or
academic needs. Quick
turnaround . Reasonable
rates .
Satisfaction
guaranteed. Call 767-6018
and breathe easyl
COLLEGE STUDENT with
truck available to do odd
jobs. Very handy and can fix
most anything . Excellent
references. Call anytime
'
night or day. 761 · 2082
REMODELING By Vision
Crafters. Let us add the
change that can make your
house your home. Kitchens,
bathrooms. tile work, floor
inlays. repairs, additions.
Charles Fredricks, 773-0463.

1885 TOYOTA Corolla
GTS. S-spd, air, sunroof, fun
car. $4550 or best offer.
772·2919 or 773.a589.
1981 VW RABBIT 4-<1r,
99,800 miles. $800. CaU7619450 after 6:30.
1885 ISUZU I· Mark 4-dr,
sedan. PS-PB. one owner.
air. 5o$peed, sun roof, alloy
wheels . California car.
Stereo w/cassette, $2500
takes il. Call Ken at 1·9295134.
1887 FORD F450 l · ton
truck with stake bed .
Transferable life-time rust·
....I.t......
proof warranty. 30,000 miles,
$12,500, call 874-8529 M·F
•••••• I.t.rl.r.
or 787·2187 nights or week
.Jd. . . .r ,.I.t.
ends.
I ••• ,lu.....I...
1984 MAZDA AX·7 sijver,
.1 ••trl ••I. ....
5-spd, 49,500 miles. asking
$5600. Call 761-8171 .
.....1. r.t•• I
1883 FORD ESCORT,2·
87..7048
dr hatchback, front wheel
1..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - ' drive, 4 cyl. 5·spd, 2·tone
tan and brown. 72,000 miles,
great in snow. car has no
I _
I problems! Ready to drive
away, $950. John. 839·
839-4576 839-4576 4576
MUST SELL 1881 Pontiac
Grand Lemans. V-6 with : ac.
cc , ps, two pb, pw, JVC
..1: I stereo casselle,
new
sticker. Very clean. $1500 or
Order Now For A : best offer. 774-6496 Or 775·

CA.CO BAY
•••YIC ••

.1....1.. •

........HI...

.....11••. II....
c.n

r--------e 8.
IG~~~ :
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.."....:..1.1.,-. ...
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2 Car Garage
On a cement slab

for A Tremendous
Price of

$4,700

BARTENDERS profes.
sional banenders for aU oc-

with this
coupon

casions. Will bartend in your
home for that special party.
Birthdays, weddings, Hal.
loween, or Christmas. Make
your affair our affair.
Reasonable rates, call 883.

Call today for
Free Estimate

The
Brendan Group

8099.
NEIGHBORHOOD Grime
761·4070
Watch, a homjl and small
1·800-222·2565
office cleaning service you
Ask for Carolyn
can trust. Insured, bonded. L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Greater Portland area, call
797..:i647, leave lJIessage.
aUSINESS SERVICES!
--..'
Place an ad in OUr c1assifoed
• • PING: Business people·
ne d
b
section anytime and reach
e a secretary ut can 't well over 20,000 readers for
afford lIle costs? Students· only $7!
need thaI paper. resume
typed? Give me a
. Your
typing needs are my typing
deeds! 879-9179.
HAIL MARY t Y P i n g 1 a ; J i [ t l j .
servICe. Don't pass this up!
~•
,:,e will type your resumes. FULFILL your dream of
erm papers, law briefs
fl' h
' Ie
•
IQ t We'l teach you to fly in
pars
I· ad mu fbp
letters, 2 hours! Solid reputation ,
e .ona IZ'
nglneenng reports. ptays perfect safety record. Call
and scripts. I type nearly for info, directions. Costs
100 words per minute-<luick
tho
look
tu
d '
p.
noi
Ing to
and only $79
bme.
ickup and t
e
d
IIy. Wonderful
maroun
"
1
0
am
an
delIVery aval able, call 774·
experience, terrific gift. 7755410.
FACIALS: Organic aloe 7656.
vera products. Face saub.
mask, herbal steam, black·
head-whilehead, and excess
oil removal plus a foot mas·
sage. Enjoy a thoroughly
clean face. Joni al 773-0463
HOUSECLEANING a nd
apartment preparati on .
Reasonable rates, reliable.
Call 854-8881 . best after 4
pm .
Landlords
and
householders welcome.
HOUSECLEANING for a
sq.Jeaky·clean house, call
Candice at 688-2218 or leave
message.
FLOWER DESIGNS by
Marie! Sitk and fresh
arrangements for aU your
special occasions, very
reasonable rates. Call 854·
4339 •

I!

5717

CHEVY CAVALIER 1986
: 4-<1r, auto, AMlFM. AIC, rust
proof, low mileage, recent
muffler, excellent condition,
$4500. Call 854-8246.
1876 VOLKSWAGEN
Campmobile with pop·top.
Many extras. Florida car,
clean , weU·maintained,
~~~o or best offer. 7661988 TOYOTA 4 x 2
II
exce ent condition. 14,000
miles, Brahma Cap, slide
windows, rust-proofing, AM·
FM stereo, asking $7200.
Don, 839-4567 eves. please.
74
PL YMOUTH 2-<1r
hardtop, SSS-6, low miles,
55k. inspection sticker. body
excellent inside and out, new
battery and tires, torsion bar
needs welding . Best offer.
774-<)571 .

1888 FORD PROBE GT
Turbo. Loaded with every
option including CD player.
red with red interior. Must
sell, buying house. Call Dam
at 774-5626 or 865-3058
18as SAAB 9000$ 4-door
S· spoed , sun· roof, ai~
conditioning . AM-FM Clarion
Cassette, 68 K m~es, cruise
control, heated seats, all
elecbic, fog lights. Excellent.
condition, $7900. 774~
81 TOYOTA Corolla lift
back , 5· spd , sun· roof ,
stereo, new brakes , ...
....utch.
very clean. Must sell , $1100
or best Andrew 772-0718
1887 SUBARU GL 40k
miles. S-spd. am-fm , dents
on one side, otherwise in
great condition. $2800, call
773-7468.
1982 HONDA CIVIC 4 dr silver sedan. 70k miles,
exceUenl condition, $2850.
773-5013.
1985 VW GTI A / C
sunroof, am· fm . new tires.'
brakes, shocks. exhaust.
Sticker. runs like new
$4500. 772.7317
'
1878 CHEVY PICKUP
V-8, 70 I<, New Mexico truck.
runs great, must sea soon.
$1500. or best offer. 774·
0692 or 775· 7926 ask for
Erik.
TOYOTA Pickup 1984
Highway miles. weU ·
maintained. Cap, sliders.

r: [III it! 119 i:j [if _=~~:. ~-air·

or

MAZDA
RX·7 1986
perfect condition, 36.000
'-~~
miles, am-1m. must sell
_
$6999. 774-7528.
•
- . _
1887 FORD ESCORT GL
'-.. _
__
<ki". 5-spd. sunroof, AM-FM.
-..:::-~ . _
elec. side mirrors, security
~. ~ . _
lock (hood deadbolt, fuel
- ___
-.
valve) . 33000 miles.
'.
;/,
excellent condition, $3900.
,'\ \
'"~ Call Del 766-5153 or 776' 7 4 9 7.
\
"'OU
1982 SUBARU sedan J'
red, <ki", PW, PS. PB. AC.
some rust. 129,000 miles.
J'
$1000 or best offer. Must
000'( leave it (0 chance. Let us inuoduce you to
sell. 865-3433.
someooe spedaJ. Selectively. Thoughtfully. 0leeIfulIy.
AVOID ·Sunday Classified
Being single in Maine can
ffI: _ t11- _. j
ClutIef". Call the CBW Chls-

'--~

)
- ____ I
__{_
)
~
•

When was the last time
met
someone who blew vou away?

be fun again . ~y wait ~rt:r.:JCn/Ol.
any Iooger? caII
1Ducfi
The Pre;rnaI bJch.

sified Hodiroe:

Tn:

"""1

1I.rvuv .

VOLVO 1865 122 2·dr.
nice condition, 2· litre, dual
carbo 4·spd, sport exhausl.
$2500 or best offer. 637·
2384.
CHOICE 1984 Celebrity
SIW. Newly rebuilt engine,
981<, $2600. 82 Dodge 400
82K, $1600. Both cars well·
maintained. good shape
inside and oul. Make offers,
777-6904.
t887 .JEEP COMANCHE
4-cyl, 4·wheel drive sport
truck. Power steering, power
brakes . AM·FM , black,
moderate highway miles,
never plowed,
good
condition . Good deal at
$6000. Call 772-5304.
1986 SUBARU, excellent
condition, AM·FM cassette,
sunroof. 38 .000 miles ,
selling for $3600, far below
what you'd pay on a car 101.
Compare at $5000. 879-7037
eves.
1885 MAZDA RX·7 GS
model. Immaculate finish .
AC, PB. PS. Black with grey
velour. A fun car to drive.
Below book at $5975. 8782312.
1978 CHEVY CAPRICE
Landau roof, 4·dr. AC.
cruise, stereo, new tires.
battery, a1t Good condition,
with new sticker. $1000 or
best oHer. 77~.
83 TOYOTA CAMRY LX
CC, AC, all power, AM·FM
cassette/equalizer, excel·
lent shape, high mIles. $2800
or best offer. 82 Pontiac
Phoenix, fkyl, CC, AM·FM.
excellent
77000 miles.
shape. $1000 or best offer.
Tom. 879-7038 or 770-3738.

Relief Pictures
See if you can identify each of these
islands or island groups from their
topographical features alone.
We've scrambled their names (in
order) below, which should come as
some relief.

LARKANSJWANITACURER
IOPOTHIPSPINLIEPICYSIL
1) _ _ __ _ _ __
2) _ _ __

_ _ __

3) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4) _

_ __ _ _ __

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? If so
there could be a $20 gift certificate for
Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or
tickets for two aboard the Longfellow
Cruise Lines (second prize). Winners
will be selected from among the correct
entriesbyarandomdrawing,Contestants are ineligible to win more than one
prize in a four-week span, and only one
entry per person.
AlI entries for this week's Real
Puzzle must be received by noon
Wednesday, Nov.l. The solution will
appear in theNov. 9 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly. Send your best guess to:

Real Puzzle 143
Casco Bay Weeldy
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102

5) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Sells
Your
Item •

We guarantee
that you will
sell your item
when you
place an ad in
our Classifieds
for three straight
weeks. If the
item isn't sold,
we will run your
ad until it is sold
.... for free!
The CBW Guarantee
applies only to the
WHEELS and
STUFF FOR SALE
categories. To
continue your ad,
you must notify us
by Monday noon of
the fourth week.
Missing this
deadline voids the
guarantee. Ads are
limited to 30 words.
No reflllds. This

• 1989 United Feature Syndicate.

Solution to Real Puzzle #41

guarantee is not
applicable to
businesses which
derive regular
income from the
sale of items in
these categories.

To place your
ad, use our
convenient fonn
or contact
Mark Kelleher at
Casco Bay
Weekly.

The route was: A-I, B-1, B-2. C-2.
C-3,0-3, 0-2. 0-], E-l , E-2. F-2, G-2.
G-l, H-l, 1-1,1-2. J-2. K-2. K-3, L-3, L-2.
M-2. M-l, N-l , 0-1, 0-2. p.2. P·3, Q-3,
Q-2. R-2. R-l, 5-1, 5-2. T-2. U-2. U-3,
V-3, W-3, W-2. W-l, X·], X-2. Y-2,Z-2
andZ-l.

Emerging from the spiral of the
plexiglass maze, wefound thesepe:>ple

who had got tl-.e ahead of us. Mike
Duffy of Portland says he was the first
oneoutand Charles Burill of Topsham
followed. shortly after. We decided we
liked it so much in the see-through
maze, we're all going back in...

775-6601

m-1088

...

...

31 _ _ SL.I'brtJ.nd. ME 04101

• 1989 United Feature Syndicate.
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Halloween Night

Ai:b
~

Tuesday, October 31st, 8:30 PM
Sonesta Hotel, Eastland Ballroom
157 High Street, Portland, ME

TICKETS:
On sale at the
Sonesta Hotel Lobby Bar.
Noon to 10 P.M. daily
$10 in advance.
$15 at the door.

STEPHEN KING
LOOK-A-LIKE CONTEST
Will you find
the real Stephen King?

PRIZES:
Best Costume: $100
Sonesta Weekend
with Dinner & Brunch
White Water Raft Trips
Helicopter Rides
Hot Air Balloon Rides
Limosine Rides
Ski Tickets
and more.

---

u.-

.

Dancing with the

HIGH RYDER GOLDEN OLDIE'S SHOW
To benefit the Maine Lung Association

